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EXeCUTIVE SUMMARY

E X e C U T I V E

S U M M A R Y

The present study aims at inquiring about the main

the Internet in 2016 was in both only 2% while the

opportunities for EU consumers and businesses

percentage of individuals accessing the internet daily

entailed by the digitalization process. The Internet

was 93% and 89%, respectively. In general, there is a

and digital services diffusion is revolutioning the social

reverse relationship between age and Internet usage

and economic context in which B2C interactions take

so younger people are more inclined and able to

place. Indeed, the massive digitization of services

use Internet even if in the more advanced countries

is transforming the network into a decentralized

such as Denmark and Luxembourg, the percentage

marketplace in which citizens/consumers interact and

of older individuals accessing the Internet is very high

conclude transactions with businesses more easily than

(97% and 95%, respectively, for people aged between

ever, providing big opportunities and new business

55 and 64 years and 87% and 91%, respectively, for

models but also requiring a careful attention on new

people aged between 65 and 74 years)
■■ Analyzing the activities carried out by individuals

regulation aimed at solving critical aspects.

on the internet, in 2016, at EU level, 97% of online
The penetration of digital services into the habits of

individuals sent/received e-mails and 66% found

European citizens

information about goods and services.
privileged

■■ Among digital services, e-commerce is one of

place where people communicate, search for

the most important. The percentage of people

information, buy goods and services, interact with

purchasing online increased from 30% in 2007 to

public administrations and conclude transactions.

55% in 2016, the highest percentages being found

Each socio-economic field is taking on these new

for the 25-34 and 16-24 age groups (72% and 67%,

challenges even if each national context is reacting

respectively). However, the percentage of e-shoppers

differently to the digital revolution. Indeed, data

varies considerably across Member States, ranging

shows different level of computer skills in European

from 12% in Romania to 83% in the UK.

■■ The

Internet

is

becoming

the

Union Member States and, more generally, a

■■ Considering

the

importance

of

e-commerce

different sensitivity and interest in digital services.

spreading across Europe, the European Commission

■■ Regarding individual internet usage, Northern Europe

on May 25, 2016 tabled a package of measures to allow

shows the best performance: in Luxemburg and

consumers and companies to buy and sell products

Denmark, the percentage of individuals not accessing

and services online more easily and confidently
5
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across the EU. It’s composed by legislative proposals

the digital Internal market and engaging more with

to address unjustified geoblocking and other forms

citizens and businesses to deliver high quality services.

of discrimination on the grounds of nationality,

The eGovernment Action Plan identifies three policy

residence or establishment, to increase pricing

priorities – modernizing public administrations using

transparency and correct regulatory oversights and

Key Digital Enablers, enabling mobility of citizens

strengthen the enforcement of consumer rights and

and businesses by cross-border interoperability and

guidance to clarify, among others, what qualifies as

facilitating digital interaction between administrations

an unfair commercial practice in the digital world.

and

■■ With regard to internet banking in Europe, Denmark

citizens/businesses

for

high-quality

public

services – setting out 20 concrete actions.

is at the top of the european ranking with 88% of
users in 2016, followed by Finland (86%) and the

Internet of Things and Big Data

Netherlands (85%). Greece, Romania and Bulgaria

IoT & 5G

showed the lowest percentages with 19%, 5% and

■■ The installed base of the Internet of Things devices

4% respectively. The most active groups by age

is expected to jump from about five billion in 2015 to

are, in general, the 25 to 34 year olds and 35 to 44

an estimated 20.4 billion units by 2020, 63% of which

year olds.

in the consumer segment.

■■ In 2016, 48% of individuals in the EU used Internet

■■ The global market value of IoT is projected to pass

to interact with public authorities, The most popular

the one trillion dollars mark for the first time by

activity is obtaining information (42% on average

2017. The largest EU markets are the UK, Germany

in the EU), followed by downloading official forms

and France – 55% of the total, expected to rise to

(29%). Uploading completed forms looks relatively

60% by 2020.

less widespread (28%), with notable performances by

■■ Manufacturing and finance seem to be the most

single Member States such as Denmark (71%), Estonia

promising sectors as regards IoT (286.5 and 242.2

(68%), Finland (60%) and the Netherlands (55%).

billion euros, respectively, by 2020).

■■ Considering the importance of E-Government for

■■ The total GDP contribution of 5G, over the period

digital service deployment, the quality of services

2020-2035, will amount to about 3 trillion dollars and

and public sector efficiency, in April 2016 the

an average annual GDP growth of 0.2% is associated

European Commission adopted the Communication

with 5G deployment.
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“EU eGovernment Action Plan 2016-2020. Accelerating

Big data and data-driven innovation

the digital transformation of government” which aims

■■ Big data is fundamentally changing the way

at modernizing public administrations, achieving

businesses compete and operate, above all thanks

EXeCUTIVE SUMMARY

to better business intelligence, a more targeted

its direct supply chain, a share of which will be spent

marketing, a proactive customer service, customer

in consumer goods and services, fostering further

responsive products, the rise of Chief Data Officers

business growth – and backward indirect impacts

and data departments, efficiency improvements

(+18.2% yearly), i.e. the business growth resulting

and reduced costs. Big Data Analytics (BDA) creates

from changes in sales from suppliers to the data

a catalyst for innovation and change and can help

industry. The relative impact of data market on EU

to create new possibilities for the business and its

economy equals 2% and is expected to increase to

customers. However, companies need to develop a

2,48% by 2020. More in detail, it ranges from 0.59%

comprehensive strategy – in terms of governance,

of Luxembourg to 2.34% of UK in 2016 (and by 2020

management, architecture, usage, quality, security

from 0.88% of Luxembourg to 4.04% of Estonia).

and privacy – in order to utilize big data while
avoiding the pitfalls.
■■ The data market in the EU is expected to increase

The new relationship between consumers and
companies

its value from current 59,5 billion euros to

■■ The consumer base addressed by every firm is

approximately 80 billion euros, with UK, Germany,

growing and becoming more complex, so companies

France and Italy accounting for 62% of the total.

have

Sweden is the highest-growth country – at a CAGR

experience.

between 2016 and 2020 of 18%, more than twice the
EU average (7.5%).
■■ Manufacturing and financial services are the top
industries in terms of data market size (13 and 12
billion euros, respectively, in 2016). They are also the
most dynamic verticals (22% and 20%, respectively,
yearly growth rate over the 2016-2020 period).
■■ Total impact of the data market on the EU economy

to

add

value

throughout

their

buying

■■ Mostly, consumers use digital channels for three
types of activity: looking at product information,
checking/comparing prices, and looking for bargains/
promotions/ coupons.
■■ Consumers prefer to buy online durable goods
rather than consumption products;
■■ 40% of them want even more interactions than what
companies are currently providing.

amounted to about 300 billion euros. By the next four

■■ Consumers are generally willing to provide personal

years the total impact is expected to reach a value

information in exchange for certain benefits such

of 430 billion euros. The greatest developments

as speeding up their shopping experience, getting a

are expected in terms of induced impacts (+23.9%

better overall experience, and to better coordinate

yearly) – the economic activity created by additional

experience through used channels.

payment of wages to staff in the data industry and

■■ The creation of omni-channel loyalty programs,
7
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which can be accessed through an app, is a rewarding

can boost the deployment of energy aggregation

choice for retailers because it follows the new habits

through online platforms (local sustainable power

and preferences of consumers.

brokerage) able to link up electricity consumers with

■■ The social networks have become increasingly

renewable energy producers.

important and are a true added value for the brand.

■■ According to McKinsey, digitalization can boost utilities’

Customers 2.0 want to talk with those behind the

profitability by 23.2%. The main impact of digitalization

navigation interface, expecting quick, clear and

is on the retail area (8.5%), through the creation of

responsive answers. Social CRM allows companies

new (individual) products and a better price-customer

to establish long-lasting relationships based on trust

segmentation. Digitalization can also significantly

and improved customer experience.

impact (6.6%) generation, through the optimization of

■■ Chat-bot, an artificial intelligence system that has a

plant maintenance and fuel consumption

solid groundwork of knowledge to interact and have

■■ In 2016 utilities invested in IoT $69 billion. Most

a natural conversation with a user, will revolutionize

of the spending (84%) was for smart grids. IDC

customer online experience. Chat-bots meet the

forecasts that investments by consumers in the

consumer’s favour, 46% of them would use chat-bots

smart home field will double by 2020 to a total of

to receive fast responses and information, essentially

$63 billion.

using them for an entry-level query, while 40% to talk
directly with the most suitable human operator.

■■ 5G business in the energy sector can provide the
necessary support to grid protection and control,
but also for smart metering data communication.

Focus on the Energy Sector

5G performance and flexibility will enable a

■■ The Internet revolution in the power sector is outlining

communication infrastructure and support the

new business model and regulatory frameworks. The

emerging energy model. According to IHS, 5G will

traditional energy industry – with centralized power

result in $12,300 billion of global economic activity

plants, high capital cost and long term investments –

in 2035, 4.6% of global real output for that year. The

is becoming outdated and the online channel is the

impact of 5G-enabled output on overall output varies

new way to acquire new customers. The utilities of

from 11.5% in the information and communications

the future need to become fully digital starting from

sector to a minimum of 2.3% in the hospitality sector.

their organization and business.

Utilities’ 5G-enabled output could represent 4.5% of

■■ There are opportunities for businesses all along

8

the total production in the sector.

the energy value chain, from the generation to

■■ Internet, smart technologies and connected home

customers relationship management. Digitalization

appliances have changed energy systems. Hence,

The evolution of the European audio-visual content market

utilities should be more focused on customer needs,

spending because the efficient movement of freight

in order to create real value and unlock additional

is essential to the economy and to the quality of life.

opportunities. Indeed, consumers want more tailored

Moreover, cars equipped with high technologies will

experiences and more digital access. Moreover,

increasingly transform individual mobility. According

energy companies can no longer provide only energy,

to recent estimates, by 2020 30% of cars in the global

but must also offer other relevant services.

market will be connected.

■■ In the near future, a fast development of solutions

■■ Connecting private vehicles and public transport

will take place allowing consumers to remotely

with 5G will completely revolutionize the way we

manage home-appliances (i.e. air conditioning,

move in our daily lives. In 2035, the output enabled

heating, etc.). The social media will also play a

by 5G in the transport and storage sector could reach

fundamental role. Many consumers are interested

$ 659 billion, almost 5% of the overall value sales

in this tool to follow and interact with suppliers for

of 5G ($12,300 billion) across all industry sectors

a faster and easier service.

and it would be 5.6% of the total production of the

■■ Demand response is a good opportunity for

transport and storage sector.

consumers and will play a significant role in the

■■ Sustainable mobility (electric mobility and shared

operations of the power grid by reducing or shifting

mobility) has a fundamental role to play in

electricity usage during peak periods in response

improving safety and security; reducing pollution,

to time-based rates or other forms of financial

greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption;

incentives. Today, some electric system players

increasing the efficiency and cost-effectiveness

are already using demand response programs for

of the transportation of persons and goods; and

balancing supply and demand.

enhancing the attractiveness and quality of the
urban environment.

Focus on the Transport Sector

■■ In the first trimester of 2017, the European market

■■ The use of connected smart devices is revolutionizing

of electric cars amounted to 62,300 registrations, an

the transport sector, optimizing the movement

increase of 27.8% compared to the first quarter of

of people and goods. Transportation, along with

2016, thanks to the increase in battery electric vehicles.

manufacturing and utilities, is one of the largest

The leading market in Europe is Norway, followed by

investors in IoT technologies. IoT spending in

the United Kingdom, Germany and France.

transportation accounted for $78 billion in 2016:

■■ The use of shared forms of transportation – according

freight monitoring represented 72% of this spending

a recent research of the International Transport

and it will continue to be a main driver of future

Forum – could enable a reduction of 37% of total
9
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vehicle kilometers driven and the resulting positive

In this respect, public policy at EU level and in Member

impact on congestion and greenhouse gas emissions,

States should focus on slashing barriers to the digital

as well as a freeing up of 95% of the space currently

transformation more than in finding new ways to

used in cities for parking. In particular, among shared

regulate the digital interaction between businesses

forms of transportation, car sharing is very successful.

and consumers. Indeed, making markets more efficient

In 2015, the largest market was the Asia Pacific region,

and consumers more aware of available choices,

followed by Europe and North America.

digitalization can help reduce the risk of market failure.

■■ Dynamic pricing used by ridesharing apps such as

Dynamic pricing in sectors such as ridesharing is a case

Uber are a transparent way to signal to potential

in point. Whenever consumer’s freedom of choice is

customers that rides are scarce and create an

guaranteed by alternative providers, public institutions

incentive for drivers to provide their services in these

should refrain from interfering in mechanisms which

areas. Therefore, it decreases the gap between supply

maximize market efficiency.

and demand, leading to improved outcomes for both

Of course, privacy and security as well as unfair business

riders and drivers.

practices are areas which deserve a tight oversight and,

■■ Digital technologies also help solve asymmetries of

in case of breaches, severe sanctions.

information. For example, enabling fare estimates

However, the most important mission for EU institutions

or upfront prices to be provided in advance, and

and national governments is ensuring that no country

thus consumer protection to be ensured, without

or group is left behind by the digitalization process.

traditional direct regulation of tariffs, or the use of

Besides, they should encourage adequate investments

mechanisms like taximeters.

in connectivity but also in digital services (with a direct
role to play in e-government).
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1.

The penetration of digital
services into the habits
of European citizens

goods and service purchasing have been significantly
transformed.
Each

socio-economic

field

is

taking

on

these

new challenges to seize the extraordinary digital
opportunities and, as well, to deal with potential
weaknesses – some being not yet understood. Each

1.1.	internet use: skills and social networks

national context is reacting differently to the digital
Internet and digital technologies are revolutionizing

revolution. In particular, data shows that in the EU

our lives. The network is becoming the privileged place

citizens and companies from different Member States

where people communicate, search for information, buy

have a different level of computer skills and, more

goods and services, interact with public administrations

generally, a different sensitivity to the advent of the

and conclude transactions. Traditional communication

digital age, so they access available digital services with

techniques, research, exchange of information and

different intensity and interest.

Fig. 1.1

% of individuals not accessing the Internet in 2016

Source: Eurostat
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The following figures and sections analyze in detail

EU average is 71%, Luxembourg, Denmark and the

internet usage, skills and digital service penetration in

United Kingdom lead the pack with 93%, 89% and 88%,

the EU. Regarding individual internet usage, there were

respectively. The last positions are held, instead, by

very differentiated rates in Europe in 2016. Northern

Greece, Poland, Bulgaria and Romania with 57%, 49%

Europe, in particular, shows the best performance: in

and 42%, respectively, of individuals using the Internet

Finland, the United Kingdom, Sweden, Denmark and

every day in 2016.

Luxembourg, only a tiny percentage of individuals were

There is a reverse relationship between age and Internet

not using the Internet in 2016. The worst results are

usage. Indeed, in analyzing EU data, younger people are

registered by Bulgaria, Romania and Greece, where the

more inclined to use Internet (97% 16-24, 96% 25-34,

percentage of individuals not accessing the Internet was

93%, 35-44) while older people – due to lack of skills and

33, 30 and 28, respectively (Fig. 1.1).

digital culture and given different habits – reveal more

Similar patterns, of course, characterize daily usage

challenges (86% for 45-54, 72% for 55-64 and 51% for

of the Internet across Europe in 2016 (Fig. 1.2). If the

65-74) (Fig. 1.3).

Fig. 1.2

% of individuals using the Internet on a daily basis in 2016

Source: Eurostat
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Fig. 1.3

Internet usage – age bracket in 2016 (% of individuals)

Source: Eurostat
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However, in the more advanced countries such as

receiving e-mails, participating in social networks,

Denmark and Luxembourg, the percentage of older

finding information about goods and services and

individuals accessing the Internet is very high (97% and

making calls or video-calls in 2016.

95%, respectively, for people aged between 55 and 64

At EU level, sending/receiving e-mails and information

years and 87% and 91%, respectively, for people aged

research for goods and services are the most frequent

between 65 and 74 years).

activities, and in 2016, 97% of online individuals sent/

Moreover, it is very interesting to analyze some activities

received e-mails and 66% found information about

of European citizens/consumers such as sending/

goods and services.
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In Denmark and Luxembourg, the two EU countries with

Social networks are one of the most important areas

the highest ranking, 93% of individuals sent/received

of interest representing a place where people interact

e-mails in 2016 and 86% found information about goods

and a tool for companies to promote their business and

and services. Italy and Romania, on the contrary, occupy

carry out customer care.

the last positions with only 54% and 42%, respectively,

The report “Digital in 2017” by WeAreSocial shows a

of individuals who sent/received e-mails in 2016 and

global overview on Internet use and the importance

35% of people who found information about goods and

of digital services – especially social networks – in our

services (Fig. 1.4).

lives. Collected data (January 2017) underlines an

Fig. 1.4

Internet use and activities – 2016 (% of individuals)

Source: Eurostat
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important growth in Internet usage in the world: 3.77

using mobile devices. Facebook is the most widely used

billion Internet users in 2017 (+10% over 2016), with

platform with 1.871 billion users (Fig. 1.5).

a penetration of 50% for the world’s population, 2.80

More than a third of the world’s population access

billion social media users in 2017 (+21% over 2016), with

mobile social platforms (2.5 billion people, +581 million

a penetration of 37%, 4.92 billion mobile users in 2017

compared to 12 months ago). About 8% of the world’s

(+5% over 2016), with a penetration of 66%, 2.56 billion

population began to use mobile devices during 2016, a

mobile social media users in 2017 (+30% over 2016),

new user every 18 seconds.

with a penetration of 34%, and 1.61 billion e-commerce

At EU level – but also in individual countries – younger

users in 2017, with a penetration of 22%.

age groups, and in particular, individuals aged between

Concerning social network penetration, this report

16 and 24, 25 and 34, 35 and 44 are not surprisingly

highlights that more than 2.8 billion people use social

those most skilled and interested in Internet and digital

channels at least once a month, with more than 91%

services (Fig. 1.6).

Fig. 1.5

Active users of key global social platforms - January 2017 (millions)

Source: WeAreSocial
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Fig. 1.6

Active users of key global social platforms - January 2017 (millions)

Source: Eurostat
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being found for the 25-34 and 16-24 age groups (72%

enterprise business. the Commission’s

and 67%, respectively) (Fig. 1.7).

proposal for new rules in electronic

Focusing on 2016, the percentage of e-shoppers

commerce

varied considerably across Member States, ranging
from 12% of Internet users in Romania to 83% in the

Among digital services, e-commerce is one of the most

UK (Fig. 1.8).

interesting to analyze. Online purchases increased from

Clothes and sport goods are the item most likely to be

30% in 2007 to 55% in 2016, the highest percentages

purchased online in the EU (34% of e-buyers), followed

18
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Fig. 1.7

Internet users who bought or ordered goods or services for private use over the Internet in the previous 12
months by age group (% of internet users)

Source: Eurostat
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by travel and holiday accommodation (29%) and tickets

Member States – demonstrating the efficient functioning

for events (21%) (Fig. 1.9).

of e-commerce.

With regards to problems encountered by individuals

In speaking about e-commerce, it is very interesting

when buying/ordering over the Internet, the most

to analyze the total turnover of enterprises from

critical issues underlined by people are delivery costs

e-commerce in Europe. Large enterprises – which have

or final prices higher than indicated, wrong or damaged

more resources to invest in digital channels and are

good/services delivered, fraud, barriers for complaints

more aware of the importance of e-commerce benefit

and redress or unsatisfactory responses (Fig. 1.10).

more from e-commerce (22% on average at EU level). In

However, these percentages are relatively low in

this respect, Ireland is the most advanced country with

Fig. 1.9

% of items purchased online - 2016

Source: Eurostat
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45% of the turnover of large Irish enterprises stemming

The E-commerce package was made up of legislative

from e-commerce (Fig. 1.11).

proposals to address unjustified geoblocking and other

Considering the importance of e-commerce spreading

forms of discrimination on the grounds of nationality,

across Europe, the European Commission on May 25,

residence

2016 tabled a package of measures to allow consumers

transparency and correct regulatory oversights and

and companies to buy and sell products and services

strengthen the enforcement of consumer rights and

online more easily and confidently across the EU.

guidance to clarify, among others, what qualifies as an

Fig. 1.10

or

establishment,
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pricing

Online purchases: problems faced by individuals - 2016

Source: Eurostat
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Fig. 1.11

Total enterprise turnover from e-commerce (%)

Source: Eurostat
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unfair commercial practice in the digital world.

more powers for national authorities to better enforce

Moreover,

cross-border

consumer rights. National authorities will be able to

shipping – prices charged by postal operators to deliver

check if websites geo-block consumers or offer after-

a small parcel to another Member State are often up to 5

sales conditions not complying with EU rules, order

times higher than domestic prices – prevent consumers

the immediate take-down of websites hosting scams

and small businesses from selling or buying more across

and request information from domain registrars and

the EU. Therefore the Commission’s proposal aimed

banks to detect the identity of the responsible trader.

at increasing price transparency and the regulatory

The Commission also introduced coordinated common

oversight of cross-border parcel delivery services.

actions with national enforcement authorities to stop

The European Commission’s proposal also introduced

EU-wide breaches of consumer rights.
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not participate in financial activities. In 2016, less than

1.3.	online Financial activities

10% of younger Internet users carried out financial

and internet banking

activities on the Internet, 7% only buying or renewing
Focusing on online financial activities at the EU level, the

their insurance policy online. Buying or selling shares,

most common activity in 2016 was buying or renewing

bonds, funds or any other investment services was

insurance policies (11% of individuals) (Fig. 1.12).

carried out by 5% of Internet users in the two oldest age

Eurostat data underlines that the most active were

groups (55-74 years old). Only 3% of EU Internet users

Internet users aged 25-54 years (14%), followed by those

performed acquisitions or negotiations of loans and

aged 55-74 (12%). Younger generations, in general, do

credit activities over the Internet in 2016.

Fig. 1.12

Financial activities performed over the Internet - 2016 (% of individuals)

Source: Eurostat
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Fig. 1.13

Internet banking - 2016 (% of subscribing individuals by country)

Source: Eurostat
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Fig. 1.14

Internet banking - 2016 (% of subscribing individuals by age)

Source: Eurostat
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With regard to internet banking in Europe, the best

1.4. E-Government: state of art in the EU

performer is Denmark with 88% of users in 2016,

and E-Government Action Plan

followed by Finland (86%) and the Netherlands (85%),
with the lowest percentages from Greece (19%),

In 2016, 48% of individuals in the EU used Internet to

Romania (5%) and Bulgaria (4%) (Fig.1.13).

interact with public authorities. The percentage varied

The most active groups by age are, in general, 25 to 34

considerably across Member States, ranging from 9% in

year olds and 35 to 44 year olds (Fig. 1.14).

Romania to 88% in Denmark (Fig. 1.15).
Analyzing the interaction between public authorities
and citizens via website in EU countries, the most
popular

activity

is

obtaining

information

(42%

on average in the EU), followed by downloading
official forms (29%). Uploading completed forms
looks relatively less widespread (28%), with notable
Fig. 1.15

E-Government - 2016 (% of user individuals)

Source: Eurostat
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performances by single Member States such as

achieving the digital Internal market and engaging more

Denmark (71%), Estonia (68%), Finland (60%) and the

with citizens and businesses to deliver high quality

Netherlands (55%) (Fig. 1.16).

services. The eGovernment Action Plan identifies three

Considering the importance of E-Government for digital

policy priorities: 1) modernizing public administrations

service deployment, the quality of services and public

using Key Digital Enablers; 2) enabling mobility of

sector efficiency, in April 2016 the European Commission

citizens and businesses by cross-border interoperability;

adopted the Communication “EU eGovernment Action

3) facilitating digital interaction between administrations

Plan 2016-2020. Accelerating the digital transformation

and citizens/businesses for high-quality public services.

of government”. The eGovernment Action Plan 2016-

In view of these policy priorities, this Action Plan sets out

2020 aims at modernizing public administrations,

20 concrete actions:

Fig. 1.16

E-Government activities of individuals via websites

Source: Eurostat
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1. supporting the transition of Member States towards
full e-procurement and use of contract registers;
2. accelerating the take-up of eIDAS services, including
eID and eSignature;
3. ensuring the long-term sustainability of crossborder digital service infrastructures;
4. presenting a revised version of the European
Interoperability Framework (EIF) and support its
take-up by national administrations;
5. coordinating the development of a prototype for
a European Catalogue of ICT standards for public
procurement;
6. the Commission will use the common building
blocks such as CEF DSIs and follow the EIF. It will
gradually introduce the ‘digital by default’ and ‘onceonly’ principles, eInvoicing and eProcurement and
assess the implication of a possible implementation
of the ‘no legacy’ principle;
7. submitting a proposal for a Single Digital Gateway;
8. making the European e-Justice Portal a one-stop
shop for information on European justice issues;
9. setting up in cooperation with the Member States,
the mandatory interconnection of all Member States’

11. presenting an initiative to facilitate the use of digital
solutions throughout a company’s lifecycle;
12. presenting a legislative proposal to extend the Single
Electronic Mechanism for registration and payment
of VAT;
13. launching a pilot on the Once Only Principle for
business;
14. establishing a single window for reporting purposes
in maritime transport and digitalize transport
e-documents;
15. completing the setup of the Electronic Exchange of
Social Security Information;
16. further developing the EURES European Job Mobility
portal;
17. supporting Member States in the development of
cross-border eHealth services;
18. assessing the possibility of applying the once-only
principle for citizens in a cross-border context;
19. accelerating the deployment and take-up of the
INSPIRE Directive data infrastructure;
20. transforming its websites to support increasing
engagement and participation of citizens and
businesses in EU programs and policy making.

business registers;
10. further developing the electronic interconnection of
insolvency registers;
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2. Internet of Things and Big Data

been integrating data more firmly into the decisionmaking process. However, increasing numbers of
traditional and non-traditional data sources are

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a vast network of smart

flooding companies with data in unprecedented

objects which work together in collecting and analyzing

volumes

data and autonomously performing actions. The IoT is a

increasing gap between the acquisition of data and

highly promising concept, as forecasts show growth at a

their meaningful use. The idea of data creating

rapid pace for the coming years both in terms of market

business value is not new, however, the effective use of

value and connected devices. The interaction among

data is becoming the basis of the current competitive

objects generates a huge amount of data.

game. The next sections analyze in detail the two

As the volume of data has grown and the methods of

concepts – IoT and Big Data – with reference to the

analyzing them have improved, organizations have

relevant economic and regulatory aspects.

Fig. 2.1

and

types.

Companies

are

finding

an

IoT installed base

2.1. IoT: market value and growth

Source: I-Com elaboration on Statista data (www.statista.com)
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The installed base of the Internet of Things (IoT) devices
is expected to jump from about five billion in 2015
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more in the form of cross-industry IoT than as verticalspecific (Fig. 2.1). Cross-industry IoT is the segment

8.4

registering the highest compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) over the period, at 38.2% – about 6 percentage
points (p.p.) higher than the global growth rate (32.3%).
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The consumer segment is also expected to significantly
increase at a CAGR only slightly higher than the average
(+33.4%), whereas the vertical sectors are expected to
grow at the lowest – though still very significant – rate
of 23.3%.
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The global market value of IoT is projected to pass the

small share (4%) of the total 1,182 billion euro market.

one trillion dollar mark for the first time in 2017 (Fig. 2.2),

According to projections to 2020, the 3 leading countries

a significant increase, considering the market was valued

will have increased market shares, accounting overall

at around 600 billion dollars in 2014. This represents a

for 60% of the EU market.

25.1% average yearly increase over the ten-year period.

Looking at the market size of the Internet of Things

Total EU market size amounted to 366 billion euros

in

in 2014 (Fig. 2.3), with the UK, Germany and France

manufacturing and finance seem to be the most

accounting for the majority of the total (55%) (Fig.

promising sectors as regards IoT (Fig. 2.5).

2.4). Italy follows, with over 32 billion euros in 2014,

Manufacturing was the largest IoT market in Europe

approximately 9% of total EU market.

in 2014, with a value of about 88 billion euros in 2014,

Estimates depict a considerable growth until 2020 for

estimated to increase to 286.5 billion euros by 2020,

all countries, with Sweden showing the highest annual

with a CAGR of 21.8% over the 2014-2020 period,

compound rate (24.6%), increasing from a value of 13.4

one of the highest growth rates, despite the highest

to 50.2 billion euros, that remains, however, only a

starting point.

Fig. 2.2

Europe,

broken

down

into

vertical

markets,

Global IoT market size

Source: I-Com elaboration on Statista data (www.statista.com)
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Fig. 2.3

IoT market size in the EU

Source: I-Com elaboration on Statista data (www.statista.com)
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Fig. 2.5

Market size in the EU, by vertical

Source: I-Com elaboration on Statista data (www.statista.com)
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Finance follows, with a value of 73.7 billion euros,

accounting for just 7% of the total, and with values

expected to increase to over 242.2 billion by 2020 (on

ranging from 7.3 billion euros in agriculture to 10.6

average +21.9% per year).

billion euros in utilities. They are expected to increase

The verticals with a still relatively low deployment of

significantly, but still with a sizeable gap compared to

IoT technologies are utilities, transport and agriculture,

the most advanced sectors.
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2.2. IoT technological and regulatory issues

important to note that 4G will continue to be developed
and enhanced and that 5G will not replace 4G, but

The extraordinary spread of Internet and mobile

rather complement it with new service capabilities (as

devices, the importance of contents and the prospects

well, 4G is complementary to 2G/3G).

of development for the IoT, call for a reflection on

The EU Public-Private Partnership (5G-PPP), launched

the need to promote technological progress and, in

in 2013, has put Europe clearly in the forefront of the

particular, 5G implementation.

current research phase compared to other world

5G represents the fifth step of a long process: the first

regions. The research results are now feeding the global

generation of mobile technology was primarily about

standardization process and being used to prepare the

getting things together; the 2nd generation was focused

first large scale trials and demonstrators in Europe, in

on the introduction of speed increases and additional

cooperation with several key sectors. The 5G Action Plan

services (like SMS and support for data) and the 3G

will leverage these initial research successes.

implementation accelerated new services development

5G deployment is a priority at a global level. It will be the

and the mobile broadband affirmation. Today, we’re

first instance of a truly converged network environment

living in the 4G era where the flow of data volumes is

where wired and wireless communications will use

extraordinary, cellular network technologies are being

the same infrastructure, driving the future networked

integrated and LTE networks provide advanced support

society. It will provide virtually ubiquitous, ultra-high

for data and services.

bandwidth, “connectivity” not only to individual users

On 14 September 2016, the Commission launched a

but also to connected objects. Therefore, it can be

plan to boost EU efforts in order to start the deployment

expected that the future 5G infrastructure will serve

of 5G infrastructures and services across the Digital

a wide range of applications and sectors including

Single Market by 2020.

professional uses (e.g. assisted driving, eHealth, energy

The Commission’s Action Plan moves from the

management, possibly safety applications, etc). In

awareness that we are living in a revolutionary period

particular, it will enable:

in which new technologies, devices and services

■■ industrial

transformation

through

wireless

are changing traditional activities moving them to

broadband services provided at Gigabit speeds.

the

have

5G should offer data connections well above 10

already started with existing networks, the European

Gigabits per second, latency below 5 milliseconds

Commission,

guidelines,

and the capability to exploit any available wireless

recognizes the need to develop 5G in order to exploit

resource (from Wi-Fi to 4G) and to handle millions of

their full potential in coming years. In fact, it is

connected devices simultaneously;

network.

While

these

adhering

to

transformations
industry
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■■ support of new types of applications connecting
devices and objects – i.e. the Internet of Things – and

towards commercial large scale introduction by the
end of 2020 at the latest;

versatility, by way of software virtualization allowing

2. making provisional spectrum bands available for

innovative business models across multiple sectors

5G ahead of the 2019 World Radio Communication

(e.g. transport, health, manufacturing, logistics,

Conference (WRC-19), to be complemented by

energy, media and entertainment).

additional bands as quickly as possible, and

It opens up prospects for new pervasive mobile virtual

working towards a recommended approach for the

services, important for the economy and society ranging

authorization of the specific 5G spectrum bands

from virtual reality for remote collaboration to on-line

above 6GHz;

health monitoring or connected cars, and possibly drone
delivery or autonomous driving.

3. promoting early deployment in major urban areas
and along major transport routes;

The action plan sets out a clear roadmap for public and

4. promoting pan-European multi-stakeholder trials

private investment on 5G infrastructure in the EU. The

as catalysts to turn technological innovation into full

action plan communication is accompanied by a staff

business solutions;

working document. The latter underlines that several

5. facilitating the implementation of an industry-led

prominent 5G industrial public-private partnerships have

venture fund in support of 5G-based innovation;

been launched between 2013 and 2015, involving leading

6. uniting leading actors in working towards the

operators, vendors, universities, and research institutes

promotion of global standards.

in the field of mobile communications.

In order to achieve these goals and encourage a European

The same working document shows 5G opportunities

coordination, the Commission has identified 8 actions:

from a market perspective, recalling that an ABI

1. the promotion of preliminary trials from 2017 onwards

research predicts that 5G revenues may reach US$250

and pre-commercial trials with a clear cross-border

billion by 2025, with North America, Asia-Pacific,

dimension from 2018, encouraging the adoption by

and Western Europe being the top markets, based

Member States of national 5G deployment roadmaps

on revenues connected to “Machine to Machine”

and the identification of at least one major city to be

communication development in addition to enhanced

“5G enabled” by the end of 2020;

mobile broadband services.

2. the identification – agreed with Member States – of a

The Commission proposes the following measures:

list of pioneer spectrum bands for the initial launch

1. aligning roadmaps and priorities for a coordinated 5G

of 5G services. More in detail, this first set of such

deployment across all EU Member States, targeting

pioneer bands should include a mix of spectrum with

early network introduction by 2018, and moving

different characteristics to address the versatile 5G
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requirements: spectrum below 1 GHz – focusing on

carried out as early as 2017 and the presentation

the 700 MHz band, available by 2020 (or in special

of detailed roadmaps by March 2017 for the

cases and on request by 2022) as proposed by the

implementation of advanced pre-commercial trials;

Commission; between 1 GHz and 6 GHz; and above

7. to encourage Member States to consider using the

6 GHz;

future 5G infrastructure in order to improve the

3. the adoption of an agreement around the full set

performance of communication services used for

of spectrum bands (below and above 6GHz) to be
harmonized for deployment of commercial 5G

public safety and security;
8. the identification of assumptions and modalities for a

networks in Europe. The identification of spectrum

venture financing facility.

bands will allow Europe to align itself with other

Given the importance of 5G development, the European

countries which have already identified spectrum

Commission earmarked a public funding of 700 million

ranges, such as Korea, Japan, China and the USA;

euros within the Horizon 2020 Program.

4. the setting of roll-out and quality objectives for

A recent study from IHS1 estimates a positive net

the monitoring of the progress of key fibers and

contribution of 5G to global growth. The latter results

cell deployment scenarios and the identification

from the sales enablement – made possible by increased

of actionable best practices to facilitate denser cell

efficiency, existing and new customer engagement and

deployment. Indeed, the planned 5G networks will

the launch of new business models – and value chain

serve up to one million connected devices per square

activity (to continually improve and strengthen the

kilometer (about one thousand fold more than

technology base) – net of the offsetting effects because

today) and the resulting traffic increase per network

of investments and spending that otherwise might have

access point will require increasingly smaller cells to

occurred in other sectors of the global economy as well

deliver the planned connectivity performance and

as positive productivity effects in other sectors. According

an increase in the density of antennae. It’s also very

to IHS’ estimates, the total GDP contribution of 5G, over

important to guarantee an efficient connection of the

the period 2020-2035, will amount to about 3 trillion

small cells to the rest of the network – given the huge

dollars (Fig. 2.6) – somewhat similar to the current GDP of

volume of data that will transit through these small

India, therefore equivalent to the 7th largest economy in

cells and, to this end, to coordinate investments in

the world. In addition, an average annual GDP growth of

cellular base stations and fiber infrastructures;

0.2% is associated with 5G deployment, about 7% of the

5. to ensure the availability of the initial global 5G
standards by the end of 2019;
6. the planning of technological experiments to be

overall growth estimated over the period (2.9% yearly).
1

HIS (2017) “The 5G economy: how 5G technology will contribute to
the global economy”
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Fig. 2.6

Annual net contribution of 5G to global growth

Source: IHS (2017)
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and services, more efficient use of labor and tailored
customer relations;

on the economy

■■ the adoption of smart grid technologies is generating
Data-driven innovation forms a key pillar in 21st century

large volumes of data on energy and resource

sources of growth. The convergence of several trends,

consumption patterns that can be exploited to

including the increasing migration of socio-economic

improve energy and resource efficiency;

activities to the Internet and the decline in the cost

■■ the public sector is also an important data user

of data collection, storage and processing, is leading

and, at the same time, a key source of data. Greater

to the generation and use of huge volumes of data –

access to and more effective use of public-sector

commonly referred to as “big data”. These large data

information (PSI) can generate benefits across the

sets are becoming a core asset in the economy, fostering

economy;

new industries, processes and products and creating

■■ greater access and use of data creates a wide array

significant competitive advantages.

of policy issues, such as privacy and consumer

For instance:

protection, open data access, skills and employment,

■■ in
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business,

data

exploitation

promises

to

to name a few.

create value in a variety of operations, from the

There is a significantly increasing trend as to the share

optimization of value chains in global manufacturing

of people using data to make decisions – in just one
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Fig. 2.7

Citizens taking decisions based on data, by Member State (2016)

Source: I-Com elaboration on data “European Data Market SMART 2013/0063 (1st February 2017)”
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year, the indicator almost doubled more or less in all EU

current the 59.5 billion euros to approximately 80

countries (Fig. 2.7). The UK is the country where this kind

billion euros (Fig. 2.8), with the UK, Germany, France

of behavior is most widespread, 15% of citizens took
decisions based on data in 2016 – an increase of 6 p.p.
since 2015. France and Ireland follow with percentages
around 10%. The countries with the least widespread
data-driven decisions are Romania and Greece, where
only a negligible 1% of the population take decisions
based on data.
The data market value – meant as the aggregate value

Fig. 2.8

Source: I-Com elaboration on data European Data Market Monitoring Tool,
IDC (2016) * Baseline scenario
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Fig. 2.9

Data market value in the EU, by Member State
(2020*)

Source: I-Com elaboration on data European Data Market Monitoring Tool,
IDC (2016) * Baseline scenario

Looking at the Big Five countries, Germany – which was
the largest data market in the EU – has been recently
surpassed by the UK that reached a market value of
over 13 billion euros and is expected to further grow –

2%

3%

and Italy accounting for 62% of the total (Fig. 2.9).

12%

at a compound annual rate of 7.5% – to approximately

22%

18 billion euros in 2020 (Fig. 2.10).

3%

Sweden is the highest-growth country, registering a

6%
5%

compound annual growth rate between 2016 and

21%

7%
8%

2020 of 18%, more than twice the EU average (7.5%)
(Fig. 2.11). Among the Big 5 countries, Italy is the only

11%

country showing an average growth rate greater than
United Kingdom
Italy
Sweden
Denmark

Fig. 2.10
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the EU average.
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Manufacturing and financial services are the top
industries in terms of data market size, with a value
of 13 and 12 billion euros, respectively (Fig. 2.12).

Data market value in the Big 5 countries

Source: I-Com elaboration on data “European Data Market SMART 2013/0063 (1st February 2017)” * Baseline scenario
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Fig. 2.11

Compound annual growth rate (CAGR) 2016-2020*, by Member State

Source: I-Com elaboration on data European Data Market Monitoring Tool, IDC (2016) * Baseline scenario
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Surprisingly, ICT is only 5th, although it is, by definition,

2016-2020 period). Whereas still low developments are

one of the sectors making the most significant usage of

expected in the home, healthcare and education sectors

data-related technologies. As well, it is also a surprise

(around 3% yearly), as well as in transport and utilities

that the most dynamic growth is exhibited by vertical

(approximately 4%).

markets, manufacturing and financial services, that

Slightly different from the data market value is the concept

already hold the largest size of the overall data market

of data economy. The data economy measures the overall

(20% and 22%, respectively, yearly growth rate over the

impacts of the data market on the economy as a whole,
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Fig. 2.12

Indirect impacts can be distinguished in: 1) backward

Data market value, by industry

indirect impacts – represented by the business growth

in mln

Source: I-Com elaboration on data European Data Market Monitoring Tool,
IDC (2016) * Baseline scenario
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resulting from changes in sales from suppliers to the
data industry; 2) forward indirect impacts, including the
economic growth depending on the adoption of data
by the downstream industries, that thus benefit from
optimized production and delivery processes, improved
marketing and improved organization and management
practices. Finally, induced impacts involve the economic
activity created by the additional payment of wages
to staff in the data industry and its direct supply
chain. A share of these additional wages will be spent
in consumer goods and services, leading to further
Fig. 2.13

Data economy value in the EU

Source: I-Com elaboration on data European Data Market Monitoring Tool,
IDC (2016) * Baseline scenario
Data market value (2016; left axis)
Data market value (2020; left axis)
Share of Data Market (right axis; 2020*)
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Specifically, direct impacts are the impacts generated

Direct impact

Backward indirect impact

by the data industry itself and are measured by the

Forward indirect impact

Induced impact

revenues from data products and services sold.
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business growth throughout the overall economy.

billion euros – with the greatest developments in terms

Total impact of the data market on the economy

of induced and backward indirect impacts (+23.9% and

amounted to about 300 billion euros (Fig. 2.13), with

+18.2% yearly, respectively).

forward indirect impacts accounting for the largest

In relative terms, the impact of the data market on

part (55%). Within the next four years the total impact

EU economies is still low but is beginning to become

is expected to grow by about one third – reaching 430

significant (Fig. 2.14), ranging from 0.59% in Luxembourg

Fig. 2.14

Data economy impact on GDP, by Member State

Source: I-Com elaboration on data European Data Market Monitoring Tool, IDC (2016) * Baseline scenario
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to 2.34% in the UK in 2016, with a EU average of 2%,

smartphones and tablets), machine data, video and

expected to increase to 2.48% by 2020. The country

voice recordings, and the continued preservation

registering the largest relative impact by 2020, according

and logging of structured and unstructured data. It is

to the estimates, is Estonia – where the data market

typically characterized by the four “V’s”:

will represent 4.04% of the overall economy – followed

■■ volume: the amount of data being created is vast

by the Netherlands and Cyprus (3.65% and 3.57%,
respectively), whereas Luxembourg will remain the least
affected country (0.88%).

compared to traditional data sources;
■■ variety: data comes from different sources and is
being created by machines as well as people;
■■ velocity: data is being generated extremely fast – a
process that never stops, even while we sleep;

2.4. The importance of Big Data use
for business

■■ veracity: big data is sourced from many different
places, and as a result you need to test the veracity/
quality of the data.

Business has always striven to derive insights from

Big data will fundamentally change the way businesses

information to be able to make better, smarter, real

compete and operate. Companies that invest in

time, fact-based decisions. It is this demand for more

and successfully derive value from their data will

knowledge that has fueled the growth of big data tools

have a distinct advantage over their competitors – a

and platforms.

performance gap that will continue to grow as more

Evolving technology has brought data analysis out of the

relevant data is generated, emerging technologies

IT backrooms and extended the potential of using data-

and digital channels offer better acquisition and

driven results to every facet of an organization.

delivery mechanisms, and the technologies that enable

Big data refers to the dynamic, large and disparate

faster, easier data analysis continue to develop. Big

volumes of data being created by people, tools and

data promises to bring about further disruption as

machines. It requires new, innovative and scalable

its revolution works its way through large and small

technology to collect, host and analytically process

organizations. The main ways by which big data is

the vast amount of data gathered to derive real-time

changing business are illustrated below:

business insights that relate to consumers, risk, profit,

1. Better Business Intelligence: business intelligence is a

performance, productivity management and enhanced

set of data tools used to better analyze a business

shareholder value.

and it goes hand in hand with big data. Before the

Big data includes information garnered from social

rise of big data, business intelligence was rather

media, data from Internet-enabled devices (including

limited. Business intelligence can be utilized in any
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business that generates data. Nowadays, it’s rare to

only changing how businesses deal with customers

find a business that is not generating any data at all,

but also how they operate internally. During the

meaning that almost any business can benefit from

‘80s and ‘90s, IT was the driving force of productivity

better business intelligence.

increases and general business growth and, with the

2. More Targeted Marketing: big data’s first big mark

IT department, there emerged the Chief Information

on businesses has been its creation of more

Officer. Because of the increasing importance

targeted marketing. Big data allows businesses to

of data, businesses are now developing data

create laser targeted marketing campaigns. Big

departments (separate from the IT department), as

data analysis can be highly accurate and this high

well as appointing Chief Data Officers who report

accuracy allows companies to target marketing to

directly to the CEOs.

perceived customer needs. Big data analysis can

6. Efficiency Improvements: Big data is supplying rich

help businesses predict what products customers

data about every product and process. Industrial

might need in the future and tailor their message to

engineers are engineers of efficiency. They know

the customers’ very specific needs.

that you can’t make a process more efficient without

3. Proactive Customer Service: big data can and will

having data. Engineers are analyzing big data and

turn customer service upside down. Businesses can

looking for ways to make processes run more

know exactly what their customers need before the

efficiently. Through big data analysis, it is easier to

customer even needs to voice their concern. This

identify (and remove) constraints, thus boosting

kind of proactive customer service will revolutionize

both performance and output.

businesses wishing to differentiate themselves
based on superior customer service.

7. Reduced Costs: big data has the power to provide
the

information

needed

to

reduce

business

4. Customer Responsive Products: big data is expected

costs. Specifically, companies are now using this

not only to improve customer service by making it

technology to accurately find trends and predict

more proactive but also it will allow companies to

future events within their respective industries.

make customer responsive products. Product design

Knowing when something might happen improves

can be focused on fulfilling needs of customers in

forecasts and planning, and planners can more

ways that have never been possible. Instead of

easily determine when and how much to produce

relying on customers to tell what they are looking

and how much inventory to keep on hand, thus

for in a product, businesses can use data analysis to

potentially reducing inventory expenses.

predict what they are looking for.
5. Rise of the CDO and Data Department: big data is not

To extract value from big data, it must be processed
and analyzed in a timely manner, and the results need
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to be available in a way that can affect positive change

guidance, procedures and clear management decision-

or influence business decisions. Effectiveness also

making. Organizations need to ensure standard and

relies on an organization having the right combination

exhaustive data capture; they need not to protect all

of people, process and technology. Analytics helps

data, but they need to start sharing data with in-built

optimize key processes, functions and roles, by enabling

protections with the right levels and functions of the

organizations to meet stakeholder reporting demands,

organization.

managing massive data volumes, creating market

Management: integrating and moving data across the

advantages, managing risk, improving controls and,

organization is traditionally constrained by data storage

ultimately, enhancing organizational performance by

platforms – such as relational databases – with limited

turning information into intelligence. Analytics, thus,

ability to process very large volumes of data, data with

creates a catalyst for innovation and change and can

complex structure or without structure at all, or data

help create new possibilities for the business and its

generated or received at very high speeds. Companies

customers. It is no longer enough for companies to

need to be equipped with the right skills and internal

simply understand current processes or operations

capabilities to deal with the relatively new big data

with a view to improving what already exists, but rather,

technologies and methods.

the key driver for innovation within organizations is

Architecture: data architecture should be prepared to

to constantly challenge existing practices rather than

break down internal silos, enabling the sharing of key

consistently accept the same ones.

data sets across the organization and to ensure that

While there is no doubt that the big data revolution

learning is being captured and relayed to the right set

has created substantial benefits for businesses and

of people in the organization in a timely and accurate

consumers alike, there are also significant risks that

manner. In this respect, companies need to ensure they

have to be monitored and held in check.

are able to flexibly scale processing and storage in order

The need to secure sensitive data, to protect private

to meet the demands of big data processing.

information and to manage data quality exists whether

Usage: companies also need to ensure that the workforce is

data sets are big or small. However, the specific

ready to shift to the new paradigm of data-driven decisions

properties of big data (volume, variety, velocity, veracity)

and has the right skills to process, model and interpret big

create new types of risks that require a comprehensive

data results, in order to really make big data beneficial to a

strategy to enable a company to utilize big data while

wide range of stakeholders across the organization – from

avoiding potential pitfalls. Organizations need to consider

executive management to risk professionals, as well as

seven main areas potentially impacted by big data:

sales and marketing departments.

Governance: good governance encompasses consistent

Quality: the quality of data sets and the inference
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drawn from such data sets are increasingly becoming

relationships and promote data and resource sharing

more critical, thus organizations need to build quality

while ensuring that data analytics are optimized and not

and monitoring functions and parameters for big data

limited because of such policies.

(especially, unstructured data), since correcting a data

Privacy: the increased use of big data challenges the

error can be much more costly than getting the data

traditional legal framework forcing companies to audit

right the first time.

the implementation of their privacy policies to ensure

Security: security policies within companies need to be

that privacy is being properly enforced.

self-configurable, i.e. they must leverage existing trust
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3. The new relationship
between consumers
& companies

channel buyers fluctuate smoothly between on and
offline channels with ease. Consumers interact with
brands throughout digital and physical channels, and
increasingly, they do not make a distinction between

3.1. The importance of the digital channel
IN THE B2C RELATIONSHIP

the two. Retailers have to think differently since the new
reality of Omni-channel has redefined the traditional
notions of travel, shopping experience, completion and

Today, in an international and competitive environment

delivery. Today’s winning brands use a combination

characterized by uncertain, turbulent and profound

of online and offline strategies that not only help

transformations, the need to shorten and speed up

consumers make more informed decisions, but also

the business chain guiding it to the final consumer is

add value throughout their buying experience. The

a priority for everyone. The consumer base addressed

adoption of new technologies and the improvement

by every firm is growing and becoming more complex

of infrastructure, as well as familiarity and comfort

by gender, age, nationality and lifestyle. Such variety

with digital platforms, are making the increase of

has an impact on how companies design and manage

online consumers possible, allowing for a constant and

product assortments and on the buying experience of

inevitable growth in related business. However, today,

end customers.

there is a lot of uncertainty about the convergence

The proposed offer must be more articulated, deeper

between online and offline shopping behaviours and

and more innovative, also because today’s customers

how to drive margins and profitability in both. Even

are much more demanding than in the past. The

though online sales are on the rise, fears about the

integration between physical and digital channels is by

impact on physical store traffic may be a bit exaggerated.

now the future of distribution. Customers no longer go

Online shopping is a two-way street. Consumers do not

to the closest store, but grab the nearest digital device.

only simply look for goods in the store and then look for

The eMarketer digital analytics company predicts that

the cheapest online option, but search online and shop

online retail sales will more than double between 2015

in stores. This is especially true for durable and higher

and 2019 and will account for over 12% of global sales.

priced goods, such as electronics, mobile products and

Shopping habits are becoming more and more digital

furniture.

and the whole retail experience is changing. Today’s

Rather than thinking in terms of online and offline,

buyers use digital channels along the whole shopping

the winning approach is an integrated one that drives

path, review online products, and use smartphones

sales in both directions and provides an engaging

as personal shop assistants in the store. Omni-

consumer experience regardless of whether they shop
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in the store or online. According to McKinsey data,

Online sales have tended to grow, although with some

about 68% of sales in the store is now affected by the

differences between categories. Most respondents

information collected through the digital channel, while

bought durable goods online (Fig. 3.2) such as clothing

it is estimated that those who buy both online and in

(the most purchased category online, 58%) travel

store spend 50% more than those who buy only in store.

goods and services (55%), books, music and stationery

Focusing on how customers end up being informed

(50%). Consumption products, on the other hand, are

and buying means making the whole business model

purchased online less than durable goods. Only about

more effective and efficient. When the product is no

13% of respondents claim to have bought online fresh

longer available in the shop, for example, omni-channel

food or wine and alcoholic beverages (14%). Exceptions

brands offer the option of ordering online directly from

to this general trend are personal care goods with

the store, thus increasing the conversion rate, space

more than a third of survey respondents (38%) claiming

productivity and customer loyalty.

to have purchased beauty products or personal care

Even though consumers increasingly use digital options

online, preferring them to furniture (29%) or video

to find information about products to buy, not all online

games (27%). Beauty and personal care are well-

search methods are used similarly. Although online

suited for online shopping, since the beauty industry

business rates vary by category, according to a Nielsen

has developed accurate, integrated distribution and

survey3, three types of activity are constantly used,

communication channels. These categories have higher

regardless of category: looking at product information,

levels of consideration and online channels offer a high

checking/comparing prices, and looking for bargains/

degree of customization.

promotions/coupons. In the category of travel products

Digital transformation, robotization and “big data”

or services, as shown in figure 3.1, 63% of respondents

solutions for forecasting demand and planning the

who have made a purchase in the last six months say

assortments are just some of the technologies that,

they looked at product information, 52% verified or

by now, pervade all business processes, from product

compared prices, and 46% sought offers or coupons. For

development to production, merchandising, retail and

consumables, especially food products, the percentages

customer service. In a low growth era, firms must be

are considerably lower than those for durable goods, but

able to stimulate demand and today’s technology helps

online activities embed the same main strategies. For

gather and organize consumer data and, at the same

fresh food, 38% say they have searched for information,

time, make the shopping experience faster, seamless,

39% checked/compared prices, and 30% sought offers.

exciting, and personalized. “Consumer centric” refers to

3
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Global Connected Commerce, “Is e-taIl therapy the new retail
therapy?”

an organization that places the value created for the final
customer at the centre of business processes through
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Fig. 3.1

Top and bottom online shopping activities for selected categories in the past six months

Source: Nielsen Global Connected Commerce Survey, Q4 2015
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Fig. 3.2

Percentage of consumers purchasing items online

Source: The Nielsen Global Connected Commerce Survey, Q3 2016
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the generation of a relevant, profitable and sustainable

organization, in terms of culture, processes, roles, with

proposal. This approach, outside-in, introduces what

the evolution of needs and buying behaviour.

was previously considered an external element in

Digital innovation has been a driving force for

the corporate organizational machine. This definition

companies seeking to expand their reach. It is also a

may be ambiguous compared to the concept of the

benefit for customers, as accessing digital channels

customer, who may in fact be the final consumer (in the

provides value, price advantage and convenience. In

case of business to consumer markets), a commercial

fact, 40% of consumers want even more interactions

broker (for business to business markets), or both with a

than companies are currently providing4. However,

mixed distribution. It is obvious that, in order to define a

there are signs that the digital world cannot always offer

customer centric strategy, an enterprise must determine

the winning experience that companies and customers

who the client is. Having the consumer at heart means

expect. For example, only 36% of customers believe

anticipating the future and reaching new customers

that digital channels are better than non-digital ones.

by analyzing behavioural patterns and market trends

Moreover, digital, up to now, has hardly done anything

through internal and external data. This means not only
aligning marketing or customer service, but the whole
54
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“Customer 2020: Are You Future-Ready or Reliving the Past?”,
Accenture Strategy
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to increase customer loyalty: only about 25% of

experiences to customers are ignoring a significant

consumers were willing to recommend their providers

opportunity

to others and 65% switched companies in at least one

customization allows them to enjoy more pleasurable

industry due to poor service . Digital has made it easier

and complete experiences. Customization is a concept

for companies to reach customers through a constant

that implies different things and refers to different types

flow of messages and promotions. Although many

of audience.

customers like this intensity, there is a considerable

Various studies agree that consumers share their

number who are overwhelmed by too many messages.

personal

Excessive digital interaction is perceived by consumers

experiences.

as a nuisance and deterrent to sales. In addition, when

information is most used and they want retailers to ask

multiple vendors bombard customers with digital

for authorization, but are generally willing to give their

promotions, customers do not feel unique. All offers

information in exchange for certain benefits. According

and communications blend together indifferently.

to the Magnetic/MyBuys survey, 60% of respondents

Customers perceive that companies have used the

would give their personal information to speed up

digital channel not to adapt their own experiences,

their shopping experience, 58% to get a better overall

but to modify them. Companies need to learn not only

experience, and 50% to better coordinate experience

how the customer’s perception influences purchasing

through used channels. Trademark relationships can

decisions, but also the effect that digital has on that

often be driven by emotions. Sensations resulting from

experience. Consumers mainly evaluate three factors

good or bad experiences have a significant impact on

regarding purchases: product, location, and experience.

the brand itself and today’s consumers feel frustrated

Experience has a greater influence on loyalty compared

by unconventional and non-rewarding experiences.

to the others. Many customers enjoy the convenience

Indeed, according to an Infosys report: 59% of

of digital interactions and some are willing to pay more

customers say that personalization influences their

for a digital solo experience in order to avoid going to a

shopping decisions; 31% of customers would like their

physical store. But a large number of customers (36%)

shopping experience to be more personalized than it

are willing to pay a premium for a more personalized

actually is; and 74% of customers feel frustrated when

shopping experience . In fact, the in-store experience

website content is not personalized. Most consumers

can also offer a unique opportunity to negotiate

have become expert, and they realize that their digital

price. Suppliers who do not offer custom services and

interactions leave impressions on their behaviour,

5

6

5
6

“Global Customer Pulse Research”, Accenture Strategy
“Has digital reached its tipping point?”, Accenture Strategy

to

earn.

information

Consumers

to

Consumers

get
want

recognize

better
to

that

shopping

know

what

trends, preferences, and more. They widely consider
relinquishing data as a compromise to receive shopping
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experiences that match their personal interests.

that best fit their tastes and previous research on the

Consumers are tired of the standard marketing

net (54%) or contact the customer by calling them by

approach and largely perceive them as spam. As they

name (24%), a sign of a new sensibility also by those

provide this data, they are currently expecting brands

who buy through an omni-channel approach.

to have solutions that use it intelligently and often

The more consumers think positively of a brand, the

reward those brands that do so. According to Osborne

more they are willing to buy or even recommend that

Clark’s report (figure 3.3), in exchange for sharing

brand to others. Customization can lead to positive

personal data, consumers mainly expect customized

experiences that, in turn, lead to greater commitment

offers based on previous research and purchases

to purchases. Indeed, according to various surveys:

(82%) and as customized as possible (78%). There are

59% of customers say that personalization influences

also those who expect that when the online experience

their shopping decision [Infosys]; 77% of consumers

moves to in store, staff can recommend the products

have chosen, recommended, or paid more for a brand

Fig. 3.3

Expected services in exchange for personal information

Source: Osborne Clarke European connected consumer (November 2016)
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that provides a personalized service or experience
[Forrester]; and over 78% of consumers will only access
offers if they have been personalized to their previous
engagements with the brand [Marketo].

3.2. App, self-caring, messaging:
the Omni-channel Approach
Consumers attach great value to innovation and respond
positively to brands and retailers that embrace mobile
phones by offering their users an omni-channel offer.
The mobile is now an increasingly key strategic element

Fig. 3.4

Download of mobile apps (in billions)

Source: App Annie, The Growth of Retail Apps * Forecasts
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developing a mobile application for retail is not only
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Mobile technologies have become the predominant
tools in the toolbox of companies operating in retail.

sector components of the reseller’s toolkit. Today

The use of retail apps by consumers continues to grow,

there are huge opportunities to prosper in this new

creating more and more opportunities for brands that

environment.

are gearing towards the omni-channel. App downloads

According to App Annie’s data, the top category apps

are growing worldwide and applications continue

in terms of monthly active users have seen a wide

to be a disruptive force in all industries (figure 3.4).

growth in the last year: +55% for branded apps related

Consumer behaviour has moved towards mobiles, and

to physical stores; +60% for online-first retailers. New

consumers rely more and more on their phones during

technologies have expanded the opportunities and

the purchase process (to find out more or to purchase

services available to users, who now navigate in a more

directly). Mobile technologies such as beacons, mobile

complex and diverse landscape of mobile applications

payments, and push notifications have become cross-

and services for mobile shopping. It also increases the
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number of channels people typically use in the buying

channel loyalty programs, which can be accessed

process and omni-channel consumers are the ones

through an app, is therefore a rewarding choice

with the highest profitability and volume of purchases.

for retailers because it follows the new habits and

According to an Apptentive search, among retailers

preferences of consumers. As shown in figure 3.5,

whose customer loyalty declined last year, 66% did

not only does it have a positive influence on loyalty

not have a mobile app among their touchpoints. The

programs (66%), but it also influences the perception

mobile also positively influences the perception that

of the brand (62%).

consumers have in the loyalty program, reducing

Benefits perceived by today’s consumers lead to more

clutches for users and simplifying their experience.

and more loyalty programs (Fig. 3.6): on average,

As emerges from Vibes Mobile Consumer Study 2016

between 2 and 4 (44%) or even between 5 and 9 (25%).

(2048 respondents from the US), the creation of omni-

For this reason, 73% of users would prefer to replace

Fig. 3.5

Digital Loyalty Program Attitudes

Source: Mobile Consumer Report, Vibes 2016
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Fig. 3.6

loyalty is the use of customer feedback. According to

Current number of loyalty cards

Apptentive survey, if people know their feedback has
been used, 97% of them are at least somewhat likely to

Source: Mobile Consumer Report, Vibes 2016
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networks are digital ecosystems in which users feel free
to share their opinions and request public or private
advice from companies. To meet the demands of online
audiences, a brand must be able to structure effective

their physical loyalty cards with the digital version.

content and public relations management plans in the

An increasing number of brands choose to invest in the

digital aggregation points. Over the last few years, the

development of a loyalty app. However, often these

social networks have evolved from meeting places

applications do not prove to be effective in providing

for people to demand and supply meeting platforms

value to users because they focus only on a push logic

where the user can obtain information about products

of coupons and deals with the aim of increasing the

and services, but also make purchases or request

volume of purchases. Designing an application that

advice directly from companies, without the need for

digitizes the brand’s loyalty program means structuring

intermediaries. Therefore, social networking services

an experience that goes beyond simply delivering

have become increasingly important and are a true

coupons and promotions. The proper interaction of

added value for the brand. Customers 2.0 need to talk

some strategic elements, designed and thought out

with those behind the navigation interface, expecting

for a specific target and its needs, is able to create an

quick, clear and responsive answers.

effective touchpoint. Another important feature of

According to an Aberdeen CEM Executive Agenda 2017
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Fig. 3.7

Companies using messaging achieve better financial results (Annual growth rate after marketing investments)

Source: Customer Messaging, Aberdeen Group
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study7, 41% of organizations currently use messaging

the cost to serve customers.

as part of their channel mix for customer service

Thanks to the growing number of digital communication

conversations. Data also indicates that 15% of brands

and social media tools, the demand for customers to

are considering adopting a messaging service platform

communicate with brands through multiple channels

for customer service in the next year. The study shows

has grown. Now, customers consider email and brand

that messaging companies have some significant

websites as basic level service channels. However,

financial benefits (Fig. 3.7): a 25% annual growth more

among the most popular options of how they would

than those who do not use messages (19.4% vs. 15.5%);

like to interact with organizations, picking up the

an annual return on marketing investments of 24.5%;

phone (24%) or going to the store (23%) still remain

and finally, messaging allows for a substantial increase

the favourites. Consumers love to manage their online

(8.6%) in the average profit margin per customer. This

accounts (22%), while email is the next most popular

increase in profit margin suggests that messaging helps

digital channel with 14%. Looking across the regions,

companies increase revenue, at the same time, reducing

French, German, and Japanese consumers prefer to

7
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The survey covered: REGION Americas (63%), EMEA (23%), APAC
(14%); COMPANY REVENUE Small (<$ 50 million, 47%), Mid-size ($
50 million - $ 1 billion, 33%), Large (> $ 1 billion, 20%); COMPANY
TYPE B2C (67%), B2B (33%).

go into a store (36%, 42% and 22%, respectively), while
UK and US consumers prefer to contact their suppliers
through online account management tools (34% and
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Fig. 3.8

Consumer preferred communication channels compared with what businesses are planning to offer

Source: The Digital Tipping Point, Verint whitepaper
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38%). In contrast to consumers preferred options, the

3.3. The new concept of Customer

channels where companies are planning to invest are

Relationship Management

live chat (32%) and mobile apps (27%), investing less in
traditional channels, and preferring to direct consumers

The strategic approach through which companies

to digital channels. Despite the huge popularity of

acquire and transform customer data, developing

the social media, communication channels such as

B2C relationships with the goal of increasing revenue

Facebook, Twitter, or mobile apps are not among the

and profitability, is defined as Customer Relationship

preferred customer options: only 3% of consumers say

Management (CRM). The relationship evolves through

they prefer to contact organizations via social media

a first contact with the individual who spontaneously

and 9% through mobile apps (Fig. 3.8).

handles his/her information, typically by requesting a
loyalty card, signing a contract, subscribing a service.
CRM is often associated with two distinct areas, however,
which still belong to general customer care: loyalty
programs (point pickups) and customer care. With the
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advent of the social networks and the explosion of data

has long been underway due to the growing sharing of

availability to people, no longer restricted to purchases,

positive and negative experiences from social networks

CRM has evolved accordingly, confirming the centrality

users. The evolution of communication due to the

of people and their behaviour. CRM is based on a model

advent of the social media has led to major changes

that includes processes, technologies and contact

also in the business relationships between companies

channels, all guided by clear objectives in order to create

and their customers. Fig. 3.9 shows the overall annual

a remarkable experience for the consumer that leads to

growth rate of the social networks and the number of

value creation for the company. There are three main

active users in the main ones.

types of CRM: strategic, analytical and operational.

Through social use, consumers are no longer passive

Strategic CRM is a very delicate field that participates in

subjects for promotional business messages, but they

plans and activities of other corporate functions. The goal

play an active part, writing reviews, asking not only for

of strategic CRM is to calculate the value of the individual

information from other users, but also from companies

customers (including how long they will remain) and

expecting clear, fast and personalized answers. For the

analyse their contribution to overall business growth

sake of business, it is crucial to respond and promote

through the acquisition of new customers, development

this kind of interaction in order to identify the strengths

of current customer value and the decrease in customer

and weaknesses of their products and services.

defections. Analytical CRM is a continuous activity that

Listening to social conversations and encouraging the

analyzes the features of customers (who they are,

commitment of consumers and influencers in order

what they want, how they react to business initiatives)

to ensure a personalized offer that increases business

and data on timely transactions, such as sales and

value in terms of satisfaction and loyalty should be

orders, offers and promotions, or interactions between

among the primary goals.

company and customer such as call centre complaints,

In addition, the social media provide a lot of information

feedback on loyalty questionnaires, etc. The operational

for the specific profiling of a company’s custom.

CRM represents the set of processes and tools to

However, the channels to be monitored are multiple, and

implement direct contact activities, which can be

there are different interaction approaches to pursue.

distinguished between outbound, that is, a proactive

Therefore, it is essential to use a single tool to manage

way of contacting the customer (sending an email, sms),

all these activities, and this is “what Social CRM stands

or inbound, that is, a response to a request coming

for”. Social CRM can be defined as an enhancement of

directly from the customer (call centre request, access

the traditional Customer Relationship Management. In

to the site, or social page).

addition to managing and collecting customer behaviour

An important review of customer care arrangements

data, social media capabilities such as listening, sharing,
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Fig. 3.9

The Continued Growth of the Social Media

Source: https://www.searchenginejournal.com/growth-social-media-v-3-0-infographic/155115/
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and collaboration capabilities are added to establish

a chat-bot is a software that allows someone to chat

long-lasting relationships based on trust and improved

on websites and instant messaging services (such as

customer experience. Corporate collaboration is also

Facebook, Telegram, etc.). In addition to answering

promoted and simplified through Social CRM, as it is

questions, chat-bots are able to help us in our research

possible to provide customized business and sales

and to anticipate our needs, as well as being able to

teams (marketing, sales, customer service) and shared

“learn” in order to refine and improve the offered

statistics useful to understand customer habits and

experience. The promise made by developers is that

preferences by getting feedback on the success of the

chat-bots will revolutionize customer online experience.

current business strategy in real time. The benefits of

Although the first chat-bot experiments have been

Social Devotion are clear: socially devoted brands have

relatively

3.5 times more interactions than their less-responsive

Facebook have revealed their Application Programming

competitors. Fig. 3.10 shows the ranking of the most

Interface (API) they have opened the doors for

socially devoted industries on Facebook and Twitter.

independent developers, enabling them to create their

Telecommunications is by far the most open and

own bots and enhancing them with new functions and

reactive industry on Facebook and Twitter, answering

capabilities. At the same time, the artificial intelligence

questions to 88.6% and 51.8%, respectively8, of its likers/

tool that supports Facebook and Messenger chat-bot is

followers. Then, airline and finance sectors follow with

learning more and more about language models and

fairly high rates of response.

questions from users around the world. Thanks to

straightforward,

since

Messenger

and

such a versatile infrastructure and large audience, the
chat-bot potential is enormous. Ultimately, companies
3.4. A new channel strategy: Chat-Bots

that offer the best customer experience will have the
considerable benefit of transforming visitors into

In this super dynamic environment, chat-bots enter

potential buyers. According to a My Clever’s survey9,

and promise a faster and more intelligent experience

the most common reasons for frustration with online

in line with consumer expectations. A chat-bot can be

clients are: the lack of basic information on commercial

defined as an artificial intelligence system that has a

websites (45%); the inability to get simple answers

solid groundwork of knowledge to interact and have

(40%); and three out of ten of the sample (33%) said

a natural conversation with a user. In other words,

that the tools used were poor in quality and not able to
provide a timely response (Fig. 3.11).

8

64

The percentage of user wall questions that are responded to by
the company. A brand would receive a pure response rate of 100%
if it answered 10 out of 10 questions.

9

Survey carried out by Usurv in May 2016. Nationally representative
sample of 1,000 UK adults.
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Fig. 3.11

Most frequent frustrations Consumers Have Experienced with Online Services

Source: Chat Bots, a Consumer Research Study, My Clever 2016
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These types of frustrations generally concern all sectors,

human operator (Fig. 3.13). Then follows the opportunity

although public entities are notoriously slow to provide

of buying basic products such as clothes and groceries

accessible online services, and when they do, they are

(33%) and handling of complaints (26%). There is also a

often inadequate and confused (Fig. 3.12).

18% claim to avoid contact with the company in order
an

not to fall into automatic response systems (this figure

integrated tool for online services, characterized by

rises to 61% if you consider the under 24 year olds, the

speed, immediacy and convenience. This is reflected

most technologically skilled).

in the current frustrations that consumers encounter

Lastly, the chances for chat-bots are even greater, when

surfing online. Consumers also believe that chat-bots

compared directly with Apps, an area where businesses

should be first smart and effective and, second, have

have invested heavily, as chat-bots have scored the

a nice and pleasant “personality”. 46% of consumers

highest in every regard (Fig. 3.14).

In

general,

consumers

consider

chat-bot

as

would use chat-bots to receive fast responses and
information, essentially using them for an entry-level
query, while 40% to talk directly with the most suitable
Fig. 3.13

What Consumers Expect from Chat-Bots

Source: Chat Bots, a Consumer Research Study, My Clever 2016
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Fig. 3.14

Perceived Benefits - Chat Bots vs Apps

Source: Chat Bots, a Consumer Research Study, My Clever 2016
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4.	Focus on the energy sector

The IoT (Internet of Things) is a network of physical
devices,

interconnected

via

the

Internet

and

communicating to optimize operations, synchronize
4.1. The impact of IoT and 5G on the energy
sector

information and make human life easier and more
efficient (Oranski, 2016). The Internet of Energy is
related to the increasing interconnection, dynamism

The Internet revolution is also entering the power sector.

and responsiveness of the energy infrastructures.

New business models and regulatory frameworks are

The utilities of the future need to integrate in a fully digital

triggered by renewable energy sources, distributed

system starting from their organization and business.

generation and smart grids. The traditional energy industry

Although there are opportunities all along the energy value

– with centralized power plants, high capital costs and long

chain, from the generation to the Customer Relationship

term investments – is becoming outdated and the online

Management (Fig. 4.1), the potential benefits are frequently

channel is the new way to acquire new customers.

underestimated. Experience in other sectors has showed

Fig. 4.1

The future digital utility value chain

Source: McKinsey & Company (2016)
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that gains from digitization could be substantial.
The real-time data collection of different portfolio
facilities10 creates a database which can be used to

Fig. 4.2

Digitalization impact on utility earnings

Source: I-Com on McKinsey & Company data

perform advanced analyses to quickly adapt market
strategy. Thanks to the digital technologies grid,
balance and congestion resolution can be managed

Total impact

with Distributed Energy Sources (DER), Energy Storage,

Group headquarters

Demand Response and Vehicle-To-Grid. New market

Retail

rules should allow for the full integration of each

Distribution

resource in the network and the ability to provide flexible
services responding automatically to market signals.
Digitalization can also boost the deployment of energy

Trading
Generation

aggregation through a digital platform (local sustainable

0

power brokerage) able to link up electricity consumers

5

10

15

20

25

% EBIT

with renewable energy producers. The platform is
therefore a digital meeting point that can shorten the
energy value chain, creating an economic advantage for

Utilities can realize most of this potential by:

both customers and manufacturers.

■■ smart meters and smart grids: that have a key role in

According to a 2016 McKinsey analysis, digitalization

digital energy systems, supplying a massive volume

can boost utilities profitability by 23.2 percent. The

of data. On the one hand, smart grids are more

main impact of digitalization is on the retail area (8.5%),

efficient and less capital intense than traditional

through the creation of new (individual) products and

grids, also with less maintenance. On the other,

a better price-customer segmentation. Given that

smart meters could advantage both consumers and

it would be appropriate to share the benefits with

utilities due to the access to a huge quantity of data;

customers (e.g. with a price discount). Digitalization

■■ productivity tools for employees: digital enablement

can also impact significantly (6.6%) generation, mostly

for employees is quickly becoming a powerful

through the optimization of plant maintenance and fuel

productivity skill. Companies can now digitalize the

consumption.

core process of work management, that means a
better asset management, engineering, planning,

10 For instance data from the trading venue where market operators
can modify energy purchase/sale commitments contracted on the
day-ahead market.
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scheduling and dispatch, as well as execution and
job closeout;
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■■ automation

of

the

back–office

process.

The

Most of the spending of the top industries is for specific

leading drivers of this new model will be high-

use: manufacturing operations (58%), freight monitoring

quality data and strong process automation. Due

(72%) and smart grids for electricity and gas (84%).

to the proliferation in customer management

IDC forecasts for smart home investments by consumers

and billing of administrative procedures, growth

will double by 2020 to a total of $63 billion. That is more

in standardization and automation is (and will be

than half of manufacturing operations, the main IoT

increasingly so in the future) appropriate.

use case, and more than the overall expenditure on the

According to the International Data Corporation (IDC)

second leading IoT use case (freight monitoring) in 2016.

forecasts, global spending on the Internet of Things is

Consistent internet and mobile device deployment is

expected to increase with a compound annual growth

closely linked to enabling tools for the 5G technology, that

rate (CAGR) of 15.6% until 2020 when the market would

represent the next phase of mobile telecommunication

reach $1.29 trillion.

standards. 5G business potential in the energy sector is

As shown in figure 4.3, in 2016 the first three industries

exceptional in providing the necessary support to grid

investing in IoT were manufacturing ($178 billion),

protection and control, but also for smart metering

transportation ($78 billion) and utilities ($69 billion).

data communication. 5G performance and flexibility
will enable a communication infrastructure and support

Fig. 4.3

Global investments in IoT in 2016 – top three
industries and main use

Source: I-Com on IDC data

as micro-grids, would be a clear beneficiary of the high
178

performance, but still a very flexible communication

160

architecture, provided by 5G.

$ billion

140

According to IHS 2017 estimates, 5G will result in

120

$12,300 billion of global economic activity in 2035

100
80

78

69

60
40

(2016 US$), 4.6% of global real output in that year.
The percentage impact of 5G-enabled output varies
from 11.5% in the information and communications

20
0

of the power infrastructure into a grid, supporting a
much more distributed generation and storage as well

200
180

the emerging energy model. The ongoing evolution

sector to a minimum of 2.3% in the hospitality sector.
Manufacturing

Transportation

Main use case

Utilities

Total expenditure

Potentially reaching $273 billion, utilities 5G-enabled
output could represent 4.5% of the total production in
the sector (Fig. 4.4).
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Fig. 4.4

Percentage of 5G-enabled output on total sector production in 2035

Source: I-Com on IHS data
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In 2035 manufacturing, at $3,364 billion, will have the
largest share of 5G-enabled economic activity, instead
utilities will account for 2% of the total enabled output
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(Fig. 4.5).

4.2. Apps for energy customers
and customer empowerment
The Internet, smart technologies and connected home
appliances have changed energy systems. In the new
model, utilities should be more focused on customer
needs, in order to create real value and unlock
additional opportunities. The potential to re-energize
customer relationships via digital channels is enormous,

4 • Focus on the energy sector

given that consumers want more tailored experiences

traditional paradigm in favor of decentralization in the

and more digital access. Leading utilities recognize that,

energy sector.

in order to create engaging customer experiences, they
must establish a customer-centric approach, developing

Improving productivity

personalized solutions. Moreover, energy companies

Increasingly networked, the existing automation and

can no longer provide only energy, but must also offer

control systems, on the one hand, allow consumers

other relevant services.

to accurately monitor their own energy consumption,

Moreover, consumer energy awareness has increased

on the other, they allow companies to become aware

thanks to the smart meter that allows more and more

of customer behaviour and improve their products.

consumers to constantly check their consumption rates.

Several tools are currently available in the market.

Both in-home and mobile technologies are providing

Recently acquired by Google (2014), Nest is more than

integrated, automatic and economical solutions.

a simple thermostat. Unlike traditional thermostats

The smart energy model is now predominant. All phases

– which work on specific programming – Nest

of the energy chain are affected by the energy system

automatically adjusts the temperature according to

evolution. At production and distribution levels, a new

actual needs and turns off heating in case of long

way to directly exchange energy, the energy block-

absences.

chain11, is developing. Although this technology still

Another interesting example, useful for appropriate

needs time to mature, the block-chain will boost the

consumption management, is Watty, launched at the

development of the Distributed Energy Sources and

end of 2016 by the Swedish start-up. A single sensor

prosumers in the next years.

tracks the energy use of each appliance in the house.

In this framework of global digitalization in all

The Watty app is designed to show in very simple

economic sectors, mobile applications are becoming

graphics how much energy each appliance is using in

increasingly important in all aspects of everyday life.

real time. This helps people make smart decisions about

As far as the consumer is concerned, digitalization can

their energy consumption and gives them the ability to

impact by improving productivity and relationships

choose what to switch off.

between supplier and customer and by re-defining the

Yet another example, developed by one of the largest

11 A block-chain is a digital contract permitting an individual party to
conduct and bill a transaction (e.g. a sale of electricity) directly
(peer-to-peer) with another party. The peer-to-peer concept
means that all transactions are stored on a network of computers
consisting of the computers of the provider and customer
participating in a transaction, as well as of the computers of many
other network participants.

Australian energy suppliers, is MY AGL IQTM, a website
that enables residential and small business customers
to track their energy usage, set goals to help lower their
energy bills, and save energy with practical steps and
targeted advice.
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As well, aiming at encouraging customers to exploit all

coming from the different channels.

the benefits of distributed energy sources, the Italian

Consumer requirements are also changing in favour of

Elemize will promote energy efficiency through cloud

a more self-service approach. Consumers manage their

analysis and communication in real time of a building’s

own business without direct interaction and require a

energy consumption, resulting in an energy saving

greater supplier involvement in the social media and

strategy. The software and the device should be ready

other Internet opportunities.

soon, meanwhile customers can register on the Elemize

Thus, the huge amount of data allows companies to

website for a free consumption evaluation and an

provide more tailored services and to improve customer

assessment on their storage opportunities.

satisfaction.

The real strength of these appliances is interconnection
as, in recording and sharing information, these devices

A new paradigm: decentralization (prosumer)

can learn human habits, anticipating needs. Moreover,

The old energy industry characterized by centralized

from the consumer’s perspective, these technologies

large power plants is shifting to a new decentralized

result in energy and economic saving, and from the utility’s

generation model, different in terms of asset ownership.

perspective, a better knowledge of customer routines.

Today, thanks to the technological progress and the
spread of DER, final consumers can produce, store and

Relational aspect

consume their own energy, under fairer conditions to

A few years ago the supplier-consumer relationship

save money. Governments and citizens now consider

was based on the contract involving relative service

environmental issues and the opportunities from

delivery and payment. As we know, digitalization and

renewable energy sources, storage and demand side

the resulting amount of data has made this paradigm

management increasingly important. Consumers are

obsolete, modernizing the B2C relationship.

more and more tempted to build their own energy

The new energy consumer is demanding, also in his

production systems (RES) and/or connect to each other.

relationship with the supplier. The traditional call center

Under these conditions, an ordinarily passive consumer

and paper bill are now outdated. Ubiquitous customers

becomes an active prosumer.

are always online and can choose from a large variety of

Trends and technology development strongly impact

tools (pc, phone, smartphone, apps, social media, SMS).

utility activities that need to improve their data

Although some suppliers have already understood

acquisition and analysis skills to better track the new

the importance of the customer-centric approach, it is

energy consumers.

now necessary to implement a new interaction model

Opower is an interesting case. Acquired in 2016 by

in order to take full advantage of all the information

Oracle, Opower is a customer engagement platform
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for utilities. Working with 100 utilities and serving

virtuous circle of energy-efficiency behaviour can be

50+ million homes in 9 countries, Opower’s customer

set underway. This is the case of the above-mentioned

engagement and demand-side management platforms

Opower which launched a program with Facebook, that

provide customers with information about their

involves clients on a voluntary basis in a “competition”

energy consumption, as well as personalized ways

with other customers and friends for consuming less

to save energy and money. A cloud system detects

energy. Customers can also compare their consumption

considerable amounts of information on electrical

with national public benchmarks thanks to the sharing

consumption even in combination with wheatear and

of consumption data, in addition to tips and advice on

expenditure data.

how to better manage energy.

Managing mobiles, anywhere and anytime, are the new

Therefore, the gamification potential is enormous,

key words. In the near future, a fast development of

however, it is very important to have a proper planning

solutions will take place allowing consumers to remotely

and strategy to identify the key factors of success and to

manage home-appliances (i.e. air conditioning, heating,

encourage virtuous behaviour.

etc.). The social media will also play a fundamental role.

The spread of ICT is testing supplier skills, also in

Many consumers are interested in this tool to follow and

Customer Relationship Management. Borders between

interact with suppliers for a faster and easier service.

channels have become blurred due to the convergence

Integrating the social media with traditional channels is

on single social media platforms of chat, e-mail and

an opportunity for energy suppliers aiming at increasing

additional features and new device availability strongly

customer satisfaction. Consumer behaviour can be

encourages this convergence.

influenced by the social media, an invaluable tool in

Power companies should move from being energy-

cross-selling and up-selling.

oriented to customer-oriented, using increasing data

Moreover, an organized and well-designed gamification

12

accessibility to better track habits. A tremendous

strategy could change the interaction model between

opportunity comes from the development of innovative

utilities and customers, especially in addressing social

digitally enabled products and services to provide an

and ethical issues such as energy efficiency.

integrated customer service. Energy suppliers should

The huge amount of data available through smart

also adopt a holistic approach, with a special focus on

meters can be used to plan gamification strategy related

an actual “mobility”, self-service systems for transactions

to energy use, management and storage. Moreover,

and on direct interaction in order to increase customer

with the introduction of a reward mechanism, a

satisfaction.

12 The use of elements borrowed from games and game design
techniques in contexts outside the games.
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4.3. A new role for energy demand

time pricing and critical peak rebates). It also involves
direct load control programs which provide power

An active behaviour allows energy consumers to

suppliers with the ability to cycle air conditioners and

contribute to keeping the network in balance in a

water heaters on and off during periods of peak demand

context characterized by a growing variable production

in exchange for a financial incentive and lower electricity

share. Indeed, natural variations in energy needs and

bills.

the intermittent supply of specific renewable sources

The power industry now considers demand response

can make the integration of renewable energy in power

programs

systems difficult.

Advanced metering infrastructure expands the range

However,

as

an

increasingly

valuable

resource.

grid

of time-based rate programs that can be offered to

management and maintenance. If supply and demand

consumers. Smart customer appliances (e.g. in-home

were better balanced, less energy infrastructure would

displays or home-area-networks) can make it easier

be needed and also the back-up generation could be

to change consumer behaviour and reduce peak

reduced.

consumption.

According to this view, all flexibility models (e.g.

These programs allow electricity providers to save

demand flexibility, distributed energy sources, storage)

money through reductions in peak demand and to defer

are becoming increasingly important and require a

construction of new power plants and, as well, they

strong and close cooperation between and among

allow TSO to better manage the grid.

Transmission System Operators (TSO) and Distribution

According to the Energy Efficiency Directive (2012/27/

System Operators (DSO).

EU), consumers can access markets, either individually

Demand response is a good opportunity for consumers

or

to play a significant role in the operation of the electric

authorities should encourage the participation of

grid by reducing or shifting their electricity usage during

demand alongside other sources in wholesale and retail

peak periods in response to time-based rates or other

markets.

forms of financial incentives. Today, some electric

Most of the programs currently in place involve large

system planners and operators are already using

consumers (interruptibility), and have gradually been

demand response programs for balancing supply and

integrated into programs for residential and commercial

demand.

customers (e.g. dynamic pricing).

Methods for engaging customers in demand response

There are two schemes of demand response:

include offering dynamic pricing (such as time-of-use

■■ in explicit DR schemes, the aggregated demand

energy

consumers

can

support

pricing, critical peak pricing, variable peak pricing, real
78
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Consumers receive direct payments to change their

electricity system at reasonable costs, making it more

consumption (or generation) patterns upon request.

flexible for market participants and helping to handle

Consumers can offer their flexibility individually or

peak demand.

by contracting with an aggregator;

According to the 2016 Accenture estimates, energy

■■ implicit DR refers to consumers who choose to be

industries are ready to realize on value from the ongoing

exposed to time-varying electricity prices or timevarying network grid tariffs that reflect the value
and cost of electricity and/or transportation in
different time. They respond to wholesale market

Fig. 4.6

Map of explicit demand response
development in Europe

Source: SEDC (2017)

price variations or, in some cases, dynamic grid fees.
Introducing the right to flexible prices for consumers
(provided by the electricity supplier) does not
require the role of an aggregator.
The state of the art of the regulatory framework on
explicit demand response across Europe is shown in
figure 4.6. In countries where Demand Response has
traditionally been almost non-existent (Estonia, Spain,
Italy13) there has been recently at least some regulatory
interest in exploring its potential. The European
countries that currently provide the most favorable
framework for the development of Demand Response
are Switzerland, France, Belgium, Finland, Great Britain
and Ireland. Nevertheless, some issues on market design
and regulatory context remain unresolved. Switzerland
and France have detailed frameworks in place for
independent aggregation, including standardized roles
and responsibilities of market participants.
Demand response as well as storage are a critical
resource in order to achieve a low carbon efficient
13 In Italy the ancillary services market is in the process of being
amended, aiming also at demand and aggregator participation.
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Fig. 4.7

Total potential value at stake (industry + society) in USD billion 2016-2025
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$ Billion

Source: I-Com on Accenture data

Industry

Society

digitalization that could reach $1.3 trillion worldwide from
2016 to 2025 (Fig. 4.7). An amount of $438 billion (32%)
is expected to accrue from integrated customer services

total value $billion

Fig. 4.8

Potential value at stake for electricity industry
2016-2025

Source: I-Com on Accenture data

initiatives. As shown by figure 4.8, these initiatives involve
energy storage integration ($130 billion), digital customer
models ($97 billion), energy solution integration ($142

438

billion) and energy management ($69 billion). Value
potentially derives from asset lifecycle management14
and network optimization and aggregation initiatives15 for
power industries imply a potential value of $477 billion
and $455 billion, respectively.

9%

445

10%
477

Asset Lifecycles Management
Network Optimization & Aggregation
Energy Storage Integration

14 This involves for both industries and society: Asset Performance
Management, Digital Field Worker and Smart Asset planning.
15 This involves for both industries and society: Energy Aggregation
Platform, Real Time Supply and Demand Platform, Real Time
Network Controls and Connected and Inter-operable devices.
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Fig. 4.9

Impact on the job market (thousands of jobs created), 2016-2025
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Integrated Customers Services

The value creation for society16 could globally overtake $2
Fig. 4.10

Potential value at stake for society, 2016-2025

trillion (Fig. 4.10). Integrated customer services initiatives
could achieve $311 billion (roughly 16% of the total), with

Source: I-Com on Accenture data

$59 billion in energy storage integration, $151 billion in
digital customer model, $31 billion in energy solution
3%

1,196
311

8%
2%

506

Asset Lifecycles Management
Network Optimization & Aggregation
Energy Storage Integration
Digital Customer Model
Energy Solution Integration
Energy Management

3%

integration and $70 billion in energy management.
For society, the potential value at stake from asset
lifecycle management initiatives is $506 billion (25%)
and could reach $1,196 billion (59%) from network
optimization and aggregation.
16 Potential value for society includes:
• Value impact for customers: the potential gain to customers in
the form of cost and time savings, discounts and ability to earn
additional profits;
• Value impact for society: the impact (both financial and nonfinancial) of digital initiatives on productivity gains and jobs.
• Value impact on the environment: the estimated impact of the
digital initiatives on increasing or reducing CO2 emissions.
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Although there are a lot of analyses on the impact of

lifecycle management and aggregation and integrated

digitalization on the job market (and not always perfectly

customer services could respectively generate 649,000,

consistent with each other), it is interesting to give an

1.1 million and 1.3 million new jobs. Energy storage

idea of the potential growth of the market in the period

integration is the initiative with the greatest potential

from 2016 to 2025 (Fig. 4.9).

(1.08 million new jobs), followed by smart asset planning

According to Accenture data, network optimization, asset

(925,000) and asset performance management (596,000).
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5.	Focus on the transport
	sector
5.1. The impact of IoT and 5G on the
	transport sector
The Internet of Things (IoT) has had a considerable
impact on the global economy and is transforming
various sectors, including the transport sector. In fact,
the use of connected smart devices is revolutionizing
the transport sector, optimizing the movement of
people and goods. Smart transportation systems will
automate roadways, railways and airways. As well, it
will transform passenger experiences, and reshape
the way cargo and merchandise are tracked and
delivered, creating substantial business opportunities
for system integrators, independent software vendors
(ISVs), service providers, and other solution providers17.
Automated transport management solutions offer many
benefits (Table 5.1); for example, they increase safety,
security, and visibility, the efficiency of tracking systems,
and also reduce transportation costs. Moreover, the
incorporation of intelligent systems (ITS) – such as
communication systems, sensors, and smart devices
to connect the transportation system in a real-time
environment – and IoT solutions in the transportation
sector enables vehicles to transfer messages and
signals to other vehicles for a real-time tracking and
monitoring. The integration of ITS with IoT applications
17 RED HAT, Smart transportation applications in the Internet of
Things, 2016

helps monitor data from surroundings and increases
safety for passenger and commercial vehicles.
Tab. 5.1

Smart transportation system applications
and benefits

Source: RED HAT, Smart transportation applications in the Internet
of Things, 2016

APPLICATION
Fleet telematics and
management solutions
Intelligently monitor vehicle location,
movement, status, and behavior
Transport logistic applications
Monitor and track cargo conditions
(temperature, motion, light, etc.)
and movements
Reservation, toll, and ticketing
systems
Enable automated payment and
ticketing
Guidance and control systems
Intelligently monitor and govern
transportation network and
vehicles
Inventory and supply chain
management solutions
Intelligently manage the movement
goods and materials
Passenger entertainment and
commerce
Offer interactive retail and
entertainment services to captive
passengers
Smart vehicle applications
Intelligently route vehicles and
adapt transportation infrastructure
(traffic signals, signage, lanes)
Peer-to-peer services
Introduce smart services like car
sharing or parking space finders
Security and surveillance systems
Intelligently monitor and analyze
activities at transportation hubs
and networks

BENEFITS FOR END-CUSTOMERS

Optimize routes, fuel economy,
and driver productivity
Avoid product spoilage, damage,
delays, and theft; optimize routing
and logistics

Avoid delays and inconvenience;
introduce demand-based fees
Avoid collisions and derailments,
improve public safety, and
optimize traffic flows

Optimize inventories, order
processing, shipping, and receiving

Generate new revenue streams
and improve customer loyalty and
passenger experiences
Optimize traffic flows and fuel
economy; avoid collisions; improve
safety and mobility
Create new business opportunities
and revenue streams
Protect against safety hazards,
terrorist threats, and other security
concerns
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According to a recent IDC report (2017), transportation,
along with manufacturing and utilities, is one of the
largest investors in IoT technologies. IoT spending in

Fig. 5.2

Spending in IoT applications in the transport
sector (2016)

Source: I-Com elaboration on IDC data

manufacturing accounted for $178 billion in 2016.
Transportation followed, with $78 billion and utilities
ranked third, with investments accounting for $69

28%

billion (Fig. 5.1).
18

A large part of transportation expenditure is represented
by freight monitoring (72% of the total, Fig. 5.2) and
it will continue to be a main driver of future spending

72%

because the efficient movement of freight is essential
to the economy and to the quality of life. Supporting
IoT applications for freight monitoring

Fig. 5.1

Global IoT investments (2016) – Top 3
industries

Other IoT applications in the transport sector

Source: I-Com elaboration on IDC data

200

Billion $

180

an efficient, cost-effective freight transportation system

178

encourages local industries to compete effectively in

160

international markets. Real-time information to track

140

cargo, vehicles, equipment and inventories will allow

120

carriers to enhance their transportation services.

100

78

80

According to a Tata Consultancy survey (2015)19
69

60

world20, all enterprises, compared to 2015, would boost

40

the revenue impact of the IoT initiatives by 2018. The
industrial manufacturers expected an average 27.1%

20
0

revenue increase. High-tech companies were next,
Manufacturing

Transportation

Utilities

18 h t t p s : / / w w w . i - s c o o p . e u / i n t e r n e t - o f - t h i n g s - g u i d e /
iot-spending-2020/
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submitted to large companies located all over the

19 Tata Consultancy, Internet of Things: The Complete Reimaginative
Force, 2015
20 The majority of the 795 survey participants were in North America
(44%) and Europe (31%), some 15% were in Asia Pacific and 9%
were in Latin America.
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Fig. 5.3

Revenue impact of IoT initiatives by 2018 (vs. 2015)

Source: Tata Consultancy (2015)
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predicting a revenue boost of 19.4%. Companies from

vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications.

travel and transportation sectors expected to increase

With the emergence of automated and driverless

revenues by 16% (Fig. 5.3).

vehicles, vehicle-to-vehicle communication has become

One major IoT linked technology is 5G, which should

one of the most highly-anticipated developments for 5G.

help increasing the simultaneous interconnection of

Cars that are able to monitor vehicle and journey factors

a huge amount of objects. 5G could be the technology

using sensors, that then send and receive information

platform that will connect cars and cities, hospitals and

to one another wirelessly in order to ‘talk’ and ‘listen

homes, and people to everything around them more

to’ key information in close-to real time, will provide

meaningfully. Connecting private vehicles and public

an abundance of data that can be used to improve

transport with 5G will completely revolutionize the way

a number of current issues including road safety.

we travel in our daily lives.

Therefore, it’s fundamental that 5G reception provide a

There are two types of communication that will provide

continuous and reliable signal that does not bounce off

enhanced connectivity: vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and

moving vehicles, buildings or other surfaces.
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The same vehicles that interconnect with other
vehicles using V2V will also be able to connect to the
infrastructures around them, such as traffic lights, bus

Fig. 5.4

Share of output enabled by 5G, by sector
(% of all industry sectors) – 2035, estimates

Source: I-Com elaboration on IHS data

stops and even the road itself. Vehicle-to-infrastructure
connectivity will allow commuters or the vehicles
themselves to react to the road conditions ahead before
they arrive at the location. Again, this will increase
safety on the roads by reducing external danger factors
and increase reaction times for drivers. Moreover, it
will provide a number of other benefits to commuter
productivity and overall journey time. Cars will be able
to assess the route ahead, avoiding congested areas
and planning alternative routes as the journey unfolds.

2%
4%

2%

2%

1%

1%

3%

5%

27%
5%
5%
12%

5%
6%
9%

11%

As well, it could also offer alternative transportation

Manufacturing
Info & communications
Wholesale & retail
Public service
Construction
Financial & insurance
Transport & storage
Professional services
Hospitality
Ag., forestry & ﬁshing
Real estate activities
Education
Utilities
Mining & quarrying
Health & social work
Arts & entertainment

by knowing the time of bus or trains beforehand and
assessing the fastest journey in real-time.

activity in all industry sectors enabled by 5G could reach

V2V and V2I are heavily focused on driver and passenger

$12,300 billion in 203522. This represents about 4.6% of

safety, efficiency and infrastructure improvements, but

all global real output in 2035. In particular, the output

there are a lot of things about 5G technology that will

enabled by 5G in the transport and storage sector could

make our vehicles more fun, enjoyable and a personal

reach $659 billion, almost 5% of the overall value sales

place to be in. Driver personalized services are not

of 5G ($12,300 billion) across all industry sectors (Fig. 5.4)

a new thing, but, thanks to the increased speed and

and it would contribute by 5.6% to the total production of

connectivity 5G could offer, they will take a giant leap

the transport and storage sector (Fig. 5.5).

forward to provide us with a plethora of applications
tailoring each journey to consumer needs.

5.1.1. Connected cars

These are just a fraction of the benefits 5G could bring

In the next years, there will increasingly be cars equipped

to the vehicle and transport sector, revolutionizing our

with high technologies – as advanced driver assistance

daily lives in the not too distant future .

systems – that will transform individual mobility.

IHS (2017) estimated that the potential global sales

The connected car is an automobile designed with

21 http://www.carritech.com/
news/5g-use-cases-vehicles-transportation/

22 IHS, The 5G economy: How 5G technology will contribute to the
global economy, 2017

21
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Fig. 5.5

The economic contribution of 5G by 2035, by sector

Billion $

Source: I-Com elaboration on IHS data
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direct access to the Internet, enabling automated links

2. safety: the ability to warn the driver of road problems

to all other connected objects, including smartphones,

and automatically sense and prevent potential

tracking devices, traffic lights, other motor vehicles, and

collisions. Examples include danger warning signals

even home appliances.

and emergency call functions;

The development of connected cars relates to IoT

3. entertainment: functions that provide music and

technologies and it centers on seven functional areas :

video to passengers and the driver. Examples

1. autonomous driving: operation of the vehicle

include smartphone interfaces, Wi-Fi or Local Area

without a human driver at the controls, existing only

Network hotspots, access to social networks, and

on a partial basis. Examples include self-parking

the “mobile office”;

23

cars, motorway assistance, and the transportation
of goods by trucks on well-delineated routes;
23 Pwc, Connected car study, Racing ahead with autonomous cars
and digital innovation, 2015

4. well-being: optimization of the driver’s health and
competence. Examples include electronic alerts
that detect or mitigate fatigue, and other forms of
individual assistance;
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Tab. 5.2

Data generated by connected cars and the main use cases

Source: McKinsey & Company, Monetizing car data. New service business opportunities create new customer benefits, 2016

Car-related use case examples
Perceived privacy sensivity

Macro-category

Low External road and enviromental
conditions (e.g., ice warning on the
road from ESP, fog from camera/
sensors’ feed

2020-2025

Real-time maps

Preventive safety car adaptation;
Live road conditions reports

Technical status of the vehicle
(e.g., oil temperature, airbag,
deployment, technical malfunctions
report)

Car repair diagnostics; Automatic
emergency call (e-call)

Predictive, remote service booking

Vehicle usage (e.g., speed, location,
average load weight in the trunk)

PAYD insurance; Toll/road tax
payment

Reduce engineering costs; Trunk
delivery

Personal data and preferences
(e.g., driver/passengers’ identity,
preferred radio station, use
patterns of applications)

Vehicle settings "memory" based
on key presence at entry

E-commerce in the car; Targeted
advertisements

Speech control of messaging and
e-mail

Proactive navigation and services;
Virtual assistant/concierge services

Direct communications from the
vehicle (e.g., calendar, telephone,
High SMS, e-mail)

5. vehicle

Today

management:

support

for

minimizing

other buildings. Examples include the integration

operating cost and increasing comfort. Examples

of the automobile into home alarms or energy

include remote control of car features, displays of

monitoring systems.

service and vehicle status, and the transmittal of

Moreover, connected cars generate different macro-

traffic data;

categories of data, each with different levels of perceived

6. mobility management: guidance on faster, safer,

privacy sensitivity by the customer (Table 5.2). The

more economical and fuel-efficient driving, based on

opportunities (driver safety, customer experience, quality

data gathered for the vehicle. Examples include real-

and reliability, location-based services, dealer services,

time traffic information displays, displays of repair

infotainment) from analyzing connected car data are

and service-related information, and the transfer of

numerous24 and in the future they will certainly increase.

usage data;
7. home integration: links to homes, offices, and
90

24 SAS, The Connected Vehicle: Big Data, Big Opportunities, 2015
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According to the estimates of AlixPartners (2016), in the
next years the number of connected cars is expected
to increase and up to 30% of cars in the global market

Fig. 5.7

Source: PwC (2016)

will be connected by 2020 (Fig. 5.6). The embedded

Western E.U.
USA

solutions represent around 50% of total units installed.
160

car revenue potential should reach $52.5 billion by

140

about 70% in 2017, will decline only slightly, to about twothirds in 2022, while the value of the BRIC – Brazil, Russia,
India, and China – markets will rise to about 27% from
24% in 2017.
Fig. 5.6

The number of connected cars on the global
market

Source: AlixPartners (2016)
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5.2. Sustainable mobility

cities. Individuals undertake numerous trips for diverse

427

250

52.8

120

Mobility is one of the most important human activities in

450

300

Billion $

the end of 2017 and then grow to $156 billion in 2022,
potential in the European Union and the USA together,

Japan
BRIC

155.9

180

According to recent estimates of PwC (2016)25, connected

with a CAGR of 23.4% (Fig. 5.7). The connected car value

Connected car revenue potential, by region,
2017–22

Embedded
in-vehicle
connectivity

purposes e.g. working, education, shopping or socializing.

Tethered
in-vehicle
connectivity

cars has a significant negative impact on the environment.

Smartphone
in-vehicle
connectivity

the environment but also for public health, and traffic

Dumb' Vehicles
with aftermarket
connectivity

However, the excessive use of private or individually used
Pollution emitted by vehicles is harmful not only for
congestions lead to the loss of time and money for the
individual and collective economy. The consequences of
climate change resulting from greenhouse gases have
become a serious problem and a timely intervention is
now something urgently needed.

25 PwC, Connected car report: Opportunities, risk, and turmoil on the
road to autonomous vehicles, 2016

In this context, sustainable mobility has a fundamental role
to play in improving safety and security; reducing pollution,
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greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption;

Transport Area – Towards a competitive and resource

increasing the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the

efficient transport system“. The Transport White Paper

transportation of persons and goods; and enhancing the

proposes to examine the possibility of making Urban

attractiveness and quality of the urban environment.

Mobility Plans a mandatory approach for cities of a

Sustainable mobility means “satisfying the needs of

certain size, according to national standards based on

the current generation without compromising the ability

EU Guidelines. It also suggests to explore linking regional

to satisfy the needs of future generations” (Brundtland

development and cohesion funds to cities and regions

report, 1987). Sustainable mobility is therefore the

that have submitted a current, independently validated

mobility model that enables movement with the least

Urban Mobility Performance and Sustainability Audit

environmental and territorial impact.

certificate. Finally, the Transport White Paper proposes

A model of sustainable mobility would include transport

to examine the possibility of a European support

means that consume the least energy and produce less

framework for a progressive implementation of Urban

pollution per kilometer travelled or a green, clean and

Mobility Plans in European cities26.

shared transport (travel footboy walking, by bicycle,

The EU Commission is very interested in smart and

collective transport, shared car, carpooling).

sustainable mobility. Indeed, last November, the European

In the Action Plan on Urban Mobility published in 2009,

Transport Strategy for the Future “A European Strategy

the European Commission proposed to accelerate the

on Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems, a milestone

take-up of Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans in Europe

towards cooperative, connected and automated mobility” was

by providing guidance material, promoting best practice

presented while in May 2017 the European Commission

exchanges, identifying benchmarks, and supporting

unveiled a package of proposals (Europe on the Move27)

educational activities for urban mobility professionals.

designed to modernize European mobility and transport.

EU transport ministers are supporting the development

The aim is to help the sector remain competitive in a socially

of Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans. The conclusions

fair transition towards clean energy and digitalization.

on the Action Plan on Urban Mobility of 24 June 2010

This new package seeks to encourage cleaner transport,

state that the Council of the European Union “supports

thereby contributing to the EU efforts to meet its Paris

the development of Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans

Agreement commitments. In more specific terms, there

for cities and metropolitan areas [...] and encourages the

are incentives for cleaner fuels, with further initiatives to

development of incentives, such as expert assistance and

follow relating to emission standards for cars and vans,

information exchange, for the creation of such plans”.
In March 2011, the European Commission released its
Transport White Paper “Roadmap to a Single European
92

26 http://www.rupprecht-consult.eu/uploads/tx_rupprecht/SUMP_
Brochure_final.pdf
27 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-17-1460_en.htm
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as well as for heavy goods vehicles. An additional strong

gasoline-electric hybrid vehicles and even total electric

emphasis is put on e-mobility and the deployment of

vehicles have been developed to reduce air pollutants.

electric vehicles, complementing the Commission’s

These “green vehicles” have started to be introduced

earlier initiative in the “Clean Energy for All Europeans”

in European cities. Nevertheless, they still represent a

package to facilitate charging points for electric vehicles

small part of the car fleet and air pollution caused by

via the updated Energy Performance in Buildings

cars is still nowadays a general concern.

Directive. It is also the last major input for completing

There are different types of “green vehicles”, the main

the Energy Union, the EU’s plan to help provide Europe

being30:

with secure, affordable and climate-friendly energy28.

1) Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs), a type of electric vehicle

As well, Horizon 2020 aims at a better mobility,

that uses chemical energy stored in rechargeable

less congestion, more safety and security with a

battery packs. BEVs use electric motors and motor

substantial reduction in traffic congestion; substantial

controllers instead of internal combustion engines for

improvements in the mobility of people and freight;

propulsion. They derive all power from battery packs

developing new concepts of freight transport and

and thus have no internal combustion engine, fuel

logistics and reducing accident rates, fatalities and

cell, or fuel tank. The battery electric vehicles include:

casualties and improving security.

motorcycles, bicycles, scooters, skateboards, rail cars,

The Work Program 2016 – 2017 “Smart, green and integrated

watercraft, forklifts, buses, trucks and cars.

transport” of Horizon 2020 is aimed at achieving a European

2) Plug-in

hybrid

electric

vehicles

(PHEVs),

that

transport system that is resilient, resource-efficient, climate

offer a choice of fuels. PHEVs have both an

– and environmentally friendly, safe and seamless for the

internal combustion engine and electric motor.

benefit of all citizens, the economy and society .

These vehicles are powered by an alternative or

29

conventional fuel, such as gasoline (petrol), and
5.2.1. Electric mobility

a battery, which is charged by plugging into an

Electric mobility could greatly contribute to reducing

electrical outlet or charging station.

pollution in urban areas. Motor vehicles, as a result of

In fact, most electric cars registered in Europe are

the combustion of fuel, emit CO2, which is one of the

battery electric vehicles or plug-in hybrid electric

main causes of climate change. Instead, new fuels,

vehicles, and the number of battery electric vehicles is
higher than plug-in hybrid electric vehicles in 12 out of

28 h t t p s : / / e c . e u r o p a . e u / e n e r g y / e n / n e w s / e u r o p e - m o v e
-commission-launches-new-transport-package/?pk_
campaign=DGEnergyNewsletterMay2017
29 http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/
wp/2016_2017/main/h2020-wp1617-transport_en.pdf

22 European countries (Fig. 5.8).
30 IEA (International Energy Agency): http://www.ieahev.org/aboutthe-technologies/hybrid-electric-vehicles/
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Fig. 5.8

Share of Battery Electric Vehicles and Plug-in hybrid vehicles by country

% of total electric vehicles

Source: I-Com elaboration on ANFIA data (Q1 2017)
Note: It is not possible to distinguish between BEVs and PHEVs for Czech Republic, Lithuania and Romania
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introduced
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to

5.2.2. Shared mobility

promote electric mobility. In the first trimester

Shared mobility is a term used to describe transportation

of 2017, the European market of electric cars –

services that are shared among users. This use of new,

including battery electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid

shared forms of transportation – from car sharing and

electric vehicles – amounted to 62,300 registrations,

bike sharing to dynamic, IT-enabled shuttle services,

an increase of 27.8% compared to the first quarter

ridesharing and carpooling apps – has greatly increased

of 2016, thanks to the growth in battery electric

and offers many advantages and benefits32:

vehicles. Battery electric vehicles increase at higher

1) providing more mobility choices;

rate (+37.6%) than plug-in hybrid electric vehicles

2) offering first- and last-mile solutions to help riders

(+20.7%) . The leading market in Europe is Norway
31

with about 13,500 electric cars registered in the first
trimester of 2017, followed by the United Kingdom,

connect with transit;
3) reducing traffic congestion, vehicle miles traveled
and greenhouse gas emissions;

Germany and France (Fig. 5.9).
31 ANFIA (2017)
94

32 Shared-Use Mobility Center, Shared-Use Mobility – Reference
guide, 2015
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Fig. 5.9

Electric cars registered in Europe

Source: I-Com elaboration on ANFIA data
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4) lessening parking pressures and freeing up land for
new uses;
5) creating independence for those who cannot afford
to buy and maintain a vehicle;

% Change

resulting positive impact on congestion and greenhouse
gas emissions (the traffic emissions would be reduced
by one-third), as well as a freeing up of 95% of the space
currently used in cities for parking33.

6) reducing transportation costs for households;

Among shared forms of transportation, car sharing is

7) providing new opportunities to earn extra income

very successful. It is a service provided by companies

by utilizing excess vehicle capacity;
8) increasing efficiency and convenience, especially
when these modes are linked together.

(e.g. Car2go) that offer the sharing of a car fleet to their
own associates. These associates, through registration,
can enjoy the service, paying only for the real use of the

A recent research of the International Transport Forum

vehicles.

(ITF) analyzed the impact of replacing all car and bus

Among European countries, Germany has the highest

trips in a city with mobility provided through fleets

number of car sharing vehicles. In 2014, 13,950 car

of on demand vehicles in which all rides are pooled

sharing vehicles were on Germany’s roads (45% of total

ridesharing rides. Results are positive, with a reduction
of 37% of total vehicle kilometers driven and the

33 ITF Report, Shared Mobility: Innovation for Liveable Cities, 2016
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Fig. 5.10

Number of car sharing vehicles in Europe in 2014, by country

Source: I-Com elaboration on Statista data
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car sharing vehicles in Europe). In France there were
3,900 car sharing vehicles in 2014 and in the United
Kingdom 3,000 in the same year (Fig. 5.10).

% of total of car sharing vehicles in Europe

Fig. 5.11

Source: I-Com elaboration on BCG data (2016)

In 2015, 86,000 vehicles were in operation for car

Vehicles (Units)

sharing services across the world, for a total of 6 million
35,000

total of $650 million in revenues. The largest market was

30,000

the Asia Pacific region (including Australia, China, Hong

25,000

Korea and Taiwan) with 2.3 million users and 33,000
vehicles, followed by Europe (including Turkey and
Russia) with 2.1 million users and 31,000 vehicles and
North America (including Canada and the United States)
with 1.5 million users and 22,000 vehicles (Fig. 5.11).
Although Asia Pacific was the largest market, Europe
96
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boasted the largest car sharing service per capita.

in select cities such as San Francisco, New York and

According to the study “What’s Ahead for Car Sharing?

Los Angeles, combining fares to reduce vehicle trips

The New Mobility and its Impact on Vehicle Sales”

and generate cost savings. For instance, Lyft Line – like

conducted by the Boston Consulting Group (2016),

UberPOOL – allows drivers to add additional passengers

Germany – especially Berlin – was, again, the European

to a trip in real-time. These services are known as “ride-

champion in car sharing in 2015. In particular, in 2015

splitting” – since the passengers split the cost of the

there were 1.26 million German users and 15,400 car

trip. By getting more people into fewer cars, pooled

sharing vehicles provided by 140 suppliers .

ridesharing can provide a real solution to car ownership.

In addition to car sharing, other shared mobility services,

20% of Uber trips globally are pooled in cities where

such as ridesharing and carpooling, have recently

uberPOOL exist. In Paris 30% of all Uber trips are pooled

developed. The most famous among these services

and this proportion rises to 50% in San Francisco. Shared

are provided by Uber, Lyft and BlaBlaCar. Ridesharing

rides also result in lower prices for riders and greater

providers, such as Uber and Lyft, use smartphone

efficiencies for drivers, who benefit from improved

applications to connect passengers with self-employed

vehicle utilization.

drivers. Ridesharing has become one of the most

BlaBlaCar is the largest long-distance carpooling service

recognized and ubiquitous forms of shared mobility35.

in the world, allowing people to travel from one city to

Uber is in 75 countries now and growing, and it’s possible

another at cheap tariffs, by putting drivers who have

to use the Uber app to request an on-demand ride.

free seats in touch with people seeking a lift traveling to

There are several Uber services – some showed below

the same destination.

34

36

– to choose from, each with a different rider capacity,
a different cost, and a different purpose. For instance,
uberBLACK and uberSUV are Uber’s luxury service while
uberX is its most widely used service and uberPOOL
which allows you to share your car with another user
and share costs is the least expensive service.
Lyft is a service, very similar to Uber, based in San
Francisco, California. It has begun providing services
34 The Boston Consulting Group, What’s Ahead for car sharing? The
new mobility and its impact on vehicle sales, 2016
35 Shared-Use Mobility Center, Shared-Use Mobility – Reference
guide, 2015
36 https://ubergo.co/uber-types/
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Box 1

A case study: the benefits of dynamic pricing

Uber is a user-friendly smartphone application that connects independent self-employed drivers offering rides
and passengers (or “riders”) seeking them online. The company does not own cars, but signs up drivers willing
to provide rides to passengers and passes the ride request directly them. Riders open the Uber app to see
the availability of rides and the app calculates the fare based on time and distance traveled and bills the rider
electronically. The transactions happen through the app.
Historically, it made sense from a consumer protection angle for prices for taxis to be regulated, and technologies
like taximeters to be deployed. They prevented price gouging, and addressed the information asymmetries that
existed in the street hail market.37
One of the benefits of Uber’s platform is clarity and certainty around fares given that riders know the price of the
ride beforehand and therefore they can decide which of Uber’s services to use, or to not use it at all. Technology
through GPS and the Uber app provide fare estimates, or upfront fares, to consumers, ensuring that they can
make informed choices about how much they will pay.
Uber calculates a fare on the basis of distance and/or time of the ride (called pre-arranged fare). This fare is
“recommended” in as much as it is a maximum price that drivers can decide to charge their clients, but they can
also choose to charge a lower fare.
Uber’s fares are determined dynamically, changing the price to match supply with demand, since Uber operates
in a market with large fluctuations in demand and a variable supply of driver. In the event that there are relatively
more riders than drivers, where the wait time for a ride is high or no rides are available, Uber employs an
dynamic pricing algorithm to balance supply and demand. The algorithm assigns a simple “multiplier” that scales
the standard fare in order to drive the increased fare. The degree of the multiple is usually determined by the ratio
between the number of demands for a ride and the supply of drivers at the moment when the imbalance in supply
and demand is detected by Uber’s systems. The pricing is continuously fluctuating and so the rates at any one time
and place may change so long as the imbalance persists.38
The dynamic pricing multiplier is presented to a rider in the app, and the rider must acknowledge the higher
price before a request is sent to nearby drivers.
37 EC Study “Study on passenger transport by taxi, hire car with driver and ridesharing in the EU”
38 European Commission, Study on passenger transport by taxi, hire car with driver and ridesharing in the EU, p.86. https://ec.europa.eu/
transport/sites/transport/files/2016-09-26-pax-transport-taxi-hirecar-w-driver-ridesharing-final-report.pdf
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Specifically, Uber’s algorithms monitor demand and supply in real time all over a city. When Uber’s systems
notice an imbalance between the number of riders requesting rides and the number of drivers available to
fulfill those requests in a specific area or neighborhood, dynamic pricing automatically kicks in. To ensure that
any fare change is accurate, responsive, and effective, Uber divides cities into smaller zones called “geofences”.
Each geofence has its own dynamic price multiplier, based on the automatically detected real-time demand and
supply in that zone, and those of its contiguous zones. The system frequently updates fares in light of the latest
real-time conditions in each geographic area.
This has two positive effects: people who are not in a hurry wait until the price falls, reducing demand; and drivers
who are nearby go to that neighborhood to get the higher fares, increasing supply. This allows the number of
people wanting a ride and the number of available drivers to balance out, ensuring that fares return to standard
rates at a much faster pace and riders can reliably get rides.
Using prices to signal to riders that rides are scarce and create an incentive for drivers to provide their services
in these areas, decreasing the gap between supply and demand and this leads to improved outcomes for both
riders and driver.39
Previously, with demand and supply varying over time and across cities, avoiding the allocation of riders and
drivers from turning into a “wild goose chase” was extremely challenging. Without the ability to vary fares (dynamic
pricing), this situation was attempted to be solved by setting high prices. High prices meant that fewer people were
able to afford any trip, and therefore demand spikes were prevented from reaching a point at which all cars are
allocated. Over time this impacted on drivers earnings as fewer people use the network on irregular frequencies.
The Consumer Panel of a recent study contracted by the European Commission emphasizes how important
affordability is for users of ridesharing services: “When it comes to preferring hire car with driver service over a taxi,
the main arguments advocated by the respondents were: (i) the price of the journey; (ii) booking user-friendliness;
(iii) the payment method; and (iv) the waiting time between the completion of the booking and the vehicle arrival.”40
Dynamic pricing is core to ensuring reliability with Uber: it’s only by adjusting fares from a low base to meet
demand that it’s possible always to guarantee passengers a ride within minutes, even at the busiest times or late
at night.41 Riders benefit from lower fares in non-peak periods and increased availability and reliability generally
vis-a-vis taxis and traditional private hire vehicles. Drivers benefit from improved vehicle utilisation and efficiency
39 Keith Chen and Michael Sheldon, “Dynamic Pricing in a Labor Market: Surge Pricing and Flexible Work on the Uber Platform”
40 European Commission, Study on passenger transport by taxi, hire car with driver and ridesharing in the EU, p.20.
41 Gerard Cachon, Kaitlin Daniels, Ruben Lobel, “The Role of Surge Pricing on a Service Platform with Self-Scheduling Capacity”
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leading to higher and more predictable earnings. Overall the community benefits from dynamic pricing with
reliable affordable and accessible mobility options becoming a reality from more and more people across the
city. The final report of the European Commission Study contract no. MOVE/D3/SER/2015-564/SI2.715085 notes
that “also, taxi fares (including maximum fares) include a surcharge for night rides.” At the same time the report
concludes that “Intermediaries for hire cars with driver have been able to offer lower fares compared to taxis”42 –
which demonstrates the efficiency of dynamic pricing.
Price setting (including through floors and/or ceilings) not only reduces the reliability of these services, but may
also impact on accessibility by keeping fares artificially high for longer durations as well as undermining allocative
efficiency (idle time and utilisation) which in turn impacts on earnings. Arbitrary and non-market price setting also
creates a ‘lottery’ for drivers with few drivers getting some high fares and others getting no fares. Moreover, over
time, price regulation can exacerbate the availability of more transport options in underserved neighbourhoods.
Recently, University of Chicago’s Booth School asked its eminent European IGM Economic Experts Panel43 if
“letting ride-sharing services compete without restrictions on prices or routes would raise consumer welfare”
with 98% of respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing.
The recent report on ridesharing, PHV and taxi that has been ordered by the European Commission finds that
“creating a regulatory framework that allows competition among different services would allow consumers’
access to a broader range of services at more competitive prices. Consumers would also be able to choose the
service that best suits their transport needs.”44
Three researchers45 have illustrated two examples to support the economics of Uber’s dynamic pricing algorithm.
The first of them is a typical example of dynamic pricing in action. The end of the concert of a pop superstar
at Madison Square Garden on March 21, 2015 caused a large spike in demand for Uber; the number of
riders that opened the app after the concert spiked up to 4 times the normal number of app openings.
Because of this increase in demand relative to the number of available Uber cars in the area, dynamic
pricing kicked in, fluctuating between 1 and 1.8 for over an hour after the concert ended (surge period).
The first beneficial effect of dynamic pricing was to increase the number of driver in the area. Dynamic pricing
signaled that this was a valuable time to be on the road and driver supply increased over the pre-surge baseline.
42
43
44
45
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This increase in driver supply was favorable for riders in the area because more of them were able to take
advantage of Uber services.
The second effect of dynamic pricing was to allocate rides to those that value them most. Indeed, the example
shows that, while the number of app openings increased dramatically, the number of actual requests did not
increase by as much (Fig. 5.12). This was because some riders who opened the app saw that dynamic pricing was
in effect and decided to take an alternative form of transportation or chose to wait for dynamic pricing to end. This
was highly beneficial because those that ended up requesting a ride are those for which their outside option was
worse, leading them to value Uber more in that particular moment. The gap between the red and the blue line
could be interpreted as a measure of this allocative efficiency originated by the dynamic pricing algorithm.
Fig. 5.12

Supply Rises to Meet Demand Following a Sold-Out Concert on March 21 2015

Source: Jonathan Hall, Cory Kendrick, Chris Nosko, The Effects of Uber’s Surge Pricing: A Case Study
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The second example depicts the well-known episode in which during New Year’s Eve of 2014-15 in New York City
the demand was high but dynamic pricing was not in effect. In absence of dynamic pricing, key indicators for the
health of the marketplace deteriorated dramatically. Drivers were less likely to be attracted to the platform while,
at the same time, riders requested rides in increasing numbers because the price mechanism was not forcing
them to make the proper economic tradeoff between the true availability of drivers and an alternative form of
transportation. Therefore, during the dynamic pricing outage, the rate (“completion rate”) at which requests for
rides were fulfilled fell dramatically and wait times increased, causing a large gap between supply and demand
and allocative inefficiency.
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commercial offers more in tune with their preferences.
Of course, market readiness to the digital revolution
differs by sector. Potential impact on B2C relationship

Digitalization has been revolutionizing the relationship

looks different even if no sector can be declared immune

between businesses and consumers in the last 10-15 years.

to the ongoing transformation. Not least because the

This

by

consumer who purchases a good by the Internet or

consumers who have become more and more

gets replies by chat-bot expects to do the same for any

aware of the numerous advantages supplied by the

good or service he has an interest in. Sooner or later all

online channel. Indeed, nowadays a vast majority of

companies active in the retail markets need to invest at

individuals by any age and country use the Internet

least in an omni-channel approach.

and shop online. Even when they choose to purchase a

In this respect, public policy at EU level and in Member

good or service through the physical channel, they are

States should focus on slashing barriers to the digital

often doing that after searching online for comparable

transformation more than in finding new ways to

offers or gathering information from online reviews.

regulate the digital interaction between businesses

But the Internet does help consumers also in the post-

and consumers. Indeed, making markets more efficient

contractual stage, when they need to raise claims or

and consumers more aware of available choices,

other questions to companies. The social media and

digitalization can help reduce the risk of market failure.

online reviews are also tools which add up to the

Dynamic pricing in sectors such as ridesharing is a case

consumer power.

in point. Whenever consumer’s freedom of choice is

Of course, businesses may benefit as well by the digital

guaranteed by alternative providers, public institutions

revolution, becoming more efficient, slashing distribution

should refrain from interfering in mechanisms which

costs and better anticipating consumer preferences.

maximize market efficiency.

Personalization is indeed one of the most interesting

Of course, privacy and security as well as unfair business

developments of B2C relationship. Far from being an

practices are areas which deserve a tight oversight and,

invasion of the personal sphere, tailor made commercial

in case of breaches, severe sanctions.

offers are highly expected by consumers who get

However, the most important mission for EU institutions

disappointed if this personalization is a renamed kind

and national governments is ensuring that no country

of spam or is not done properly. Therefore, as always

or group is left behind by the digitalization process.

quality makes the difference. As well as trust is needed

Besides, they should encourage adequate investments

between companies and consumers who seem ready to

in connectivity but also in digital services (with a direct

release data on their consumer patterns in exchange for

role to play in e-government).

process

has

been

increasingly

driven
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